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Dear readers,
In these extraordinary times, the world needs inspiration. That is why CovetED decided to
focus its 17th issue on this subject. Through 116 pages, you will find more than 300 inspirations
and ideas to nurture your creative mind!
We start by featuring all that’s new from the best design brands worldwide. Then, we present
a curated selection of the showrooms we love, from the world’s capitals. Hoping to be able
to visit them once again very soon.
Also, we joined one of the best mid-century Design brands of the moment, Essential Home,
and prepared a series of exclusive interviews about modern design and its best players.
Get ready for some serious inspiration and enjoy CovetED’s newest issue!

For an extra boost of inspiration, don’t forget to visit our website: www.covetedition.com..

EDITOR IN CHIEF
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NEWS & TRENDS
Design is everywhere. From year to year, the trends keep changing in light velocity. If there is one way to
describe the interior design trends we will see more of in 2020, it’s anything goes. To make you be able to
keep up with all of them we bring you the latest news and trends in the interior design world.
BIOPHILIA
Plants are certainly not a new interior design trend, but they are
becoming more of a feature than ever before, as people realize the
health benefits they offer. With a diminished connection to nature,
the increasing pressure on urban space and the technological
presence we have less opportunity to recuperate our mental and
physical energy. Biophilia Design Trend is all about the hidden
secrets that surround the essence of life, just like if your ambiences
were alive and breathing. Businesses at the vanguard of workplace
design such as Apple, Google and Amazon are investing heavily in
Biophilic Design elements.

NENDO: SUSTAINABILITY DESIGN
COLLECTION FOR EMECO
Japanese studio Nendo has released a new version of its
environmentally friendly SU stool for Emeco, adding an
interchangeable cork seat to the design. The material
is lightweight, resilient and can be harvested every ten
years without causing lasting damage to the trees. As
with previous versions of the SU stool, the seat has a
contoured surface and is supported by four anodised
aluminium legs. Emeco describes the cork seat as “tactile
with a feeling of warmth”.

RETAIL EXPERIENCES
Brands are aware that consumers are increasingly valuing experiences
rather than objects and changing their spending habits accordingly. To gain

KARTELL “LOVES THE PLANET”

customers’ attention back into stores, they’re adapting to offer 360-degree

In the context of more careful, conscient and sustainable design, Kartell

shoppable brand experiences. Believing a relaxed customer is more likely to

has created a set of furniture collections, in order to raise awareness of the

make a purchase, retailers are on a continual quest to make customers feel at

environment and the concern for the planet Earth. Kartell Loves The Planet

home in their stores. Brands want customers to discover a different way of

is the name of this collection that represents the ongoing conversation about

shopping, aiming to create an environment that is as close as possible to their

the world and the environment.

homes. We hope to see this design trend at Salone Del Mobile 2020.

SUSTAINABILITY
Increasing awareness of environmental catastrophe and the urgency to
prevent it is inspiring designers to rethink the lifecycle of products. More and
more people are awakening to the benefits of eco-conscious home decor, and
the rise in popularity of green furnishings is interior design pushing frontiers
forward at full speed.
Brands are playing a decisive role in this change by using their resources and
influence to find innovative ways to create products that are as desirable and
functional as they are eco-friendly. In the fashion world, we can see brands
like Everlane with the zero-plastic mission and H&M with the Conscious
Collection, but in the interior design world, we can see Kartell with the
amazing Componibili Bio, a new version with a revolutionary natural
material obtained from agricultural waste that does not compete with food
for humans and animals.

NATURAL MATERIALS
Sustainability initiatives are becoming extremely popular
these days. Designers and homeowners alike have been
embracing the eco-friendly trend by using natural
materials in their projects and home decor. Natural
Materials are inherently more eco-friendly than their
artificial counterparts, it’s good for the environment,
and your family, as well. They give an instant feeling
of luxury and style to any space, as well as the highly
versatile list of their benefits. It’s no wonder why natural
materials are a trend that is here to revolutionize the
interior design world.

COVET NYC
Covet NYC is a new staging project by RDD Architecture, embellished
with the most bespoke and luxury pieces you’ll ever have the privilege to
see. Behind the concept of this staging project, is the design of the amazing
Roberto Rincon, a top NYC-based interior designer that took this challenge,
creating excellence and sophistication. A luxurious, modern and sophisticated
home. A home that inspires with the outstanding composition of pieces,
colours, materials, styles, shapes, and patterns. And that is precisely what
distinguishes Roberto from other professionals: the subtle, yet perfect.

COLOUR TRENDS
Colours have an important role in interior design, they can completely
transform a room. With the right colour, you can set the tone of the
room, the mood, and the general ambience. Each year, major paint
companies such as Pantone announce their colour of the year and
interior designers adopt these colours to build beautiful kitchens,
bathrooms and living spaces. Pantone’s Colour Of The Year 2020
is Classic Blue, so this would be definitely the colour that will
revolutionize interior design in 2020. But you can also expect to see
interiors with amazing colours such as Mellow Yellow, Cassis Color
and Green Forest.
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LET’S TALK ABOUT WHAT’S NEW
Every year interior design brands show the brand new products and projects
in April. This year will be no different, you can still get to know all their new
pieces and inspirations. CovetED prepared a special article with some of the
best new products (and surprises) these brands have prepared for you.
We bring you some of the best pieces, partnerships, projects and novelties you
can’t miss. For more information check their website. Join us and get ready to
be inspired.

Top Luxury Brands

PRECIOSA
“Trends come and go, and when you have been in business since 1724,

be more streamlined and refined, again creating a more long-term style.

you’ve seen a lot come and go. Preciosa Lighting creates lights and

Hints of an industrial look and minimal vibe will be apparent. To jazz

installations that stand the test of time, preferring to design lighting that

things up a bit, geometric shapes should also be in abundance.

will still be beautiful and memorable in ten, twenty years’ time.”

LEDs: Preciosa is a leader in designing kinetic, dynamic and interactive

Preciosa is a luxury lighting brand with unique crystal chandeliers

lighting. Much of what we’ve been able to create in the last decade is

and lighting projects that adorn luxury hotels, royal palaces, private

due to the rapid advancement in LED technology. Using LEDs allows for

residences and yachts all over the globe. They follow the legacy of the

innovation, creativity and energy savings. Their versatility means they

highest quality Bohemian Crystal in combination with 21st-century

can be moulded to any light typology or design and technical limitations

cutting-edge technologies and their glassmakers‘ craftsmanship. They

are greatly reduced. They are functional and practical while allowing

shape centuries of dreams into the light.

designers’ creativity to shine through.

Preciosa brings us Lighting Trends 2020:

Cosy Bedsides: Eschew harsh overhead lighting in the bedroom and opt for

Nature Calling

something that will add a touch of beauty and functionality. Decorating

Streamlined Style: Art Deco-inspired design has been around for a few

with wall sconces or table lamps bedside will add a warm layer of pleasure

years now and its popularity doesn’t seem to be waning. This year it will

to this most relaxing room.

VICCARBE
Viccarbe is a contemporary furniture manufacturer based in Beniparrell,

maintaining the brand’s trademark.

a small town a few minutes away from the city of Valencia, Spain.

Dive through their diverse product portfolio and pick out the best pieces

The brand is known for its partnerships with renowned architects and

suited for your project. With this new program, Viccarbe hopes to meet

designers, such as the Spain-born Patricia Urquiola and Piero Lissoni.

designers’ demanding timelines in order to have their projects ready on time.

Now, the brand created a program, called Quickship, which hopes to have
your order delivered in just a week.
The Viccarbe collection is the result of years of work in partnership with
the most prestigious international designers, such as Patricia Urquiola,
Jaime Hayon, Piero Lissoni, Jean-Marie Massaud, Lievore Altherr Molina,
Naoto Fukasawa, Arik Levy and John Pawson.
These major designers have all interpreted the Mediterranean lifestyle
as a distinguishing value, and follow the highest standards of quality
throughout the creation process. To maintain the Mediterranean
signature is something that worries Viccarbe, and the designers who
have collaborated before with the brand have done an outstanding work
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VONDOM
VONDOM is a leader company of avant-garde outdoor furniture,

merging and converging lines for purity. Ulm daybed fixed backrest by

pots, planters, lamps and rugs for modern indoor & outdoor

Ramon Esteve: A collection fashioned as the new norm with an inherit

commercial spaces.

universal and logical appeal. A functional seating collection that strikes

Pixel collection by Ramon Esteve: It is inspired by the small elements

a perfect balance between design, technology, and ergonomics based

of colour that make up an image, looking to connect the piece with the

on basic cube, prism, and spherical shapes. The Ulm collection seeks

numerous possible outcomes that are generated as a result of how it is

unity within its design and that of other products, combining amongst

arranged. The PIXEL sofa is composed of three independent modules

diverse elements that form a complete ensemble. The sofa, like the

that allow you to create countless shapes; from linear sofas or chaise

chairs, daybed, coffee table, and ottoman embody rigid and resilient

longues to corners or even a bed. PIXEL’s main characteristic is its low

structures for rest and support that provide total comfort. Much like

seating height, designed for a more intimate use that ties the piece

the name Ulm, its soft forms are a tribute to the formal approach of the

in with chill-out zones. Manufactured by rotational moulding, its

Ulm School. The ability to illuminate each piece can envelop any space

versatility is enhanced through the upholstery, available in a variety of

in colour, providing innovative technology that makes it unique.

fabrics and finishes that can be combined with one another; alluding

Vela sofa 220cm by Ramon Esteve: This extensive outdoor furniture

once again to its name and mirroring those coloured dots that serve as

and plant pot collection aim to offer comfort and the quality of

the origin of an image and the shape through different combinations

interior furniture without losing its original qualities. VELA is a

in 3D. Voxel chair by Karim Rashid: Now, this collection is made up of

modulate system with an elementary prismatic geometry that bases its

the chair and the armchair. The Voxel Chair is the perfect conceptual

singularity in the balance of its proportions. The elements can combine

architectural piece for any space. Based on the Vertex Chair, a former

among themselves to integrate into any space. Their precise volumes

piece by Vondom. It presents a unique structural shape, angular and

create the illusion of hovering some centimetres off the floor, and when

faceted, only possible due to production by injection moulding. Its

they are illuminated they are transformed into floating architectures.

weight is distributed in a balanced way due to its smartly designed

Gatsby Prisma table lamp by Ramon Esteve: The GATSBY collection,

shape. Its lightweight body makes it easy to transport and arrange. The

designed by Ramón Esteve for VONDOM, recalls the Art Déco lighting.

armchair is a minimal simple yet voluminous stackable chair that is

This lamp is based on the idea of creating a surrounding atmosphere

faceted just in the perfect places for comfort, just in the right angles for

through a suggesting play of lights by means of the lamp’s surfaces, where

hyper-strength, imbuing the correct creases for beauty, and just the few

the material reproduces the shapes and sensations of engraved glass.

LALIQUE
BOTANICA collection: Nature has always been an inexhaustible
source of inspiration for Lalique. René Lalique loved nature
above all and observed it with utmost care. His creativity has
been nurtured by the three “F ”’s: Femme, Flora and Fauna, which
were omnipresent in his designs. The new BOTANICA collection
takes us into a universe where floral romanticism contrasts with
mineral str e n g t h . T h a n k s t o t h e t a l e n t o f i t s a r t i s t s a n d t h e
exc e p t i o n a l ex p e r t i s e o f i t s g l a s s m a s t e r s , L a l i q u e c a p t u r e s t h e
o r n a m e n t a l a n d s y m b o l i c p o w e r o f p e o n y, l i l y o f t h e v a l l e y,
orchid or cherry blossoms.
CRYSTAL ARCHITECTURE BY ELIZABETH DE PORTZAMPARC
AND LALIQUE: Born of the encounter between Elizabeth de
Portzamparc’s imagination and Lalique’s expertise, Tandrillah is
the crystallization of a new adventure in the Crystal Architecture
collection. Since 2014, this collection has brought together original

contemplation and the feelings of delight they engender, these abstract

concepts by the greatest creative forces in architecture. Unique in

lines have a 5000-year history.

form and luminosity, Tandrillah is a distillation of more than thirty

ROCKSTONE 40: The new series of Rockstone 40 finds its colour

years of experimentation by Elizabeth de Portzamparc.

inspiration from the aurora borealis, the natural effect that is a result

SUN & MOON BY LOU ZHENGGANG: For the first time, an abstract

of the magnetic atmosphere in the North Pole. The magnetic, mystic

canvas takes shape in Lalique crystal. Six clear crystal panels, each

and spiritual power attributed to crystal, takes here a turn of colour

enamelled, present themselves as single paintings on which the brush has

and connection to our powerful nature and its extraordinary effects.

imprinted its ink. Sun&Moon, the series co-created by Lou Zhenggang and

Having personally experienced the aurora borealis in the far north of

Lalique, is imbued with the serene atmosphere of a landscape. In these

Finland brings back a unique memory of its visual and physical and

exceptional pieces, the Chinese artist pays tribute to the life cycle around

mystic sensation. The colours I have given to my new RockStone 40

two heavenly bodies, the Sun and the Moon. Quite apart from aesthetic

sculpture are a direct expression of these moments and feelings.

FLEXFORM
INTRODUCING THE FLEXFORM OUTDOOR COLLECTION
Flexform Outdoor Collection has launched its first outdoor furniture
collection designed with the help of architect Antonio Citterio.
The newly released Outdoor collection includes sofas, armchairs,
tables, chairs and an array of other accessories. Flexform’s Outdoor
collection is informed by the same sophisticated style traits found
in its interior decor products. The informal, timeless elegance and
unrivalled comfort that have consistently distinguished Flexform’s
interior decor products are now reflected in a collection of outdoor
furnishings that embodies the company ’s ability to instil robust
design values in products of the highest quality and durability. The
first Flexform Outdoor ad campaign, featuring the Vulcano sofa
designed by Antonio Citterio, developed a visual concept embodied
in a carefree, relaxed lifestyle that extends beyond the home’s
interior walls. The Flexform outdoor collection also includes a
series of dining and coffee tables. The Zefiro dining table, with its
light, contemporary vibe, now comes in an outdoor version, in a
host of sizes and finishes that underscore its incredible versatility.
Citterio has also created a series of chairs for Flexform, including
the Thomas armchair – a bestseller from the indoor collection, now
adapted into an outdoor version.
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KARTELL
Two of the leading Made in Italy brands come together for a new challenge
in design to safeguard the environment. In Kartell’s creative workshop, in
which ideas, innovations, materials and technology come together, a new
project has been born, uniting two of the most emblematic Made in Italy
brands, Kartell and Fiat, for a special edition in support of the launch of
the new FIAT 500 full electric. “The Kartell 500 has all the character of
our brand,” continues Claudio Luti. “It is inspired by the unmistakable
graphic design of the Kabuki lamp which Ferruccio Laviani designed to
be the leitmotif of the new car ’s identity, with unique details that take
the structure of the lamp and transforms it into special features of the car
itself. The colour blue expresses a strong identity, and is inspired by a range
already used by Kartell.” Kartell’s special project for the Fiat 500, together
with two other standout names of the Made in Italy brand, Bulgari and
Armani, supported by Altagamma, forms part of an awareness campaign
aiming to improve the planet with better consumer habits. The three cars
will be auctioned off, and the proceeds will go to one of the environmental
organisations of Leonardo di Caprio, who has embraced the design of the
new Fiat 500 and become an endorser of Fiat’s mission.

MINOTTI

DIMORE GALLERY

Embrace Stylish Outdoor Living with Minotti’s Lifescape Collection

DIMORE GALLERY is a home, a journey, an experience, a dialogue between

Along with complementing other pieces within their respective series,

past and present. Every object selected or created by designers Emiliano Salci

Minotti’s outdoor furniture pieces also co-mingle effortlessly when

and Britt Moran has a story and an allure capturing the imagination in a

mixed and matched. A good example is the Florida seating system,

way in which only art and design are able. Each room unveils a different

designed by Rodolfo Dordoni, that features soft geometric lines,

emotion (joy, surprise, nostalgia) leading the visitor towards the discovery of

modularity, and tons of comfort.

elusive colours and precious materials, where the quest for form reveals the

The Rivera series, also designed by Rodolfo Dordoni, leans retro

presence of objects and makes this journey unique and emotive.

yet refined. Lots of attention to detail and natural materials are the

Dimore Gallery – Iconic mid-century collectable pieces coexist with

hallmarks of its pieces, with open-air woven details that are eye-

contemporary creations.

catching beyond compare. The Rivera includes seating, coffee tables,

Designed and produced by Dimore Gallery designers, objects from far-

and various other accessories.

away worlds live next to sculptural furniture. “Progetto Non-Finito”: a

The right choice for smaller spaces, the Tape “Cord” outdoor series is

series of seatings, tables, cabinets, bookcases and lamps is translated into

compact with perfect proportions. This extensive group of seating and

contemporary language finding origins in the past as a source of inspiration.

accessories is ideal for creating relaxing outdoor areas in both residential

Corroded metal alternates with precious alloys, aged silver and oxidised

and commercial se ttings. Each piece shares the Tape detail – a bronze

brass; glossy lacquers blend with rough-finished fibreglass; textiles with a

colour metal strip securing its feet to its body.

classical point-of-view are made contemporary by creative interpretation.

ROBERTO CAVALLI
In the latest Roberto Cavalli Home Interiors collection, new varieties

this ancient technique blurring the line between art and craftsmanship was

of marble and onyx and special manufacturing techniques have been

adopted for the creation of decorative objects and architectural elements.

introduced. Among these, the Ragali small tables stand out thanks to

They can be found in some of the most renowned places in Florence, such

the use of the “Scagliola” finish, an ancient artisanal process typical of

as the Uffizi gallery, the Basilica of San Miniato al Monte, Palazzo Pitti and

the Florentine Renaissance and here adopted to create the distinctive

the Opificio delle Pietre dure.

animal patterns.

TURKANA: The timeless beauty of the stones can be perceived also in

The timeless beauty of the stones can be perceived also in the Turkana tables,

the scenographic Turkana coffee table, whose composition of asymmetric

sculptural compositions whose asymmetry and variety of colours recall the

tops in different colours and shades recalls the irregular beauty of natural

beauty of the natural elements and in the scenographic Nyos dining table,

elements. The possibility to choose various materials of the collection

with a special metal base holding an exquisite onyx top with lazy-susan.

allows to create personalized combinations: among others, grey onyx,

Considered the noble stones par excellence, thanks to the great aesthetic

emerald onyx, white onyx, and silk georgette marble are blended to create

value given by their stunning veining and unique brightness, marble and

a suggestive and harmonious composition.

onyx have always been symbols of elegance and luxury. In the latest

NYOS: Finally, moving to the dining room, the impressive Nyos table

Roberto Cavalli Home Interiors collection, new varieties and innovative

catches the eye with its ultra-chic allure and sculptural figure. The piece

manufacturing techniques have been introduced to enhance the beauty

of furniture features a metal base made up of an original game of curved

and charm of the furniture.

lines, while the top with an irregular shape, available in a different kind of

Ragali: Ragali side and central tables stand out thanks to the possibility to

marble or onyx, is completed with a metal lazy-Suzan with laser engraved

select the special “Scagliola” finish. Typical of the Florentine Renaissance,

logo, signing and sealing the quality of the table.

ROSSANA ORLANDI
Rossana Orlandi is launching the 2nd edition of Ro Plastic Prize to
challenge and inspire the design community to think differently
about how objects are made. The best projects will be presented as
finalists at Rossana Orlandi Gallery during the Fuorisalone of the 2020
Salone Internazionale del Mobile in Milan. An international jury of
professionals and experts will select the winners among the finalists,
one for each category.
Alexander Schul was last years winner, and was presented during
Maison et Objet 2019. His project consisted of design pieces made of
Plastic trash.
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AMBIENCE: BRYCE CONSOLE, CAY ROUND MIRROR, YARSA RUG BY RUG’SOCIETY;
GOROKA CENTRE TABLE, COLOSSEUM CONSOLE

BRABBU
BRABBU is a design brand that reflects an intense way of

a plus in the living or dining room.

living, bringing fierceness, strength, and power into an

Goroka centre table is one of the surprise the brand prepared.

u r b a n l i f e s t y l e . Wi t h a d i v e r s e r a n g e o f f u r n i t u r e , c a s e g o o d s ,

The goroka tribe is known for its dazzling explosion of colour

u p h o l s t e r y, l i g h t i n g a n d r u g s , a n d t h r o u g h s e n s o r y

and feathers as a way to impress the enemy. Goroka centre table

design.

The interior design brand has designed a new collection to

takes inspiration from this tribe located in papua new guinea.

h e l p y o u c r e a t e i n t e r i o r s w i t h p e r s o n a l i t y. B r y c e c o n s o l e i s

It is coated in a glossy black lacquer making it a memorable

one of the newest products. Bryce console is a giant natural

centre table to place in any interior design.

amphitheatre caused by erosion through the paunsaugnt

The roman colosseum or coliseum is one of the new seven

plateau. The bryce I console pays tribute to this plateau

wonders of the world. Inspired by its empowering presence,

through its unique design in high gloss black lacquer and

colosseum console table was created. Made with glossy black

g l o s s y g o l d l e a f. I t i s a p l u s t o a n y h o m e e n t r y w a y o r e v e n a s

faux-marble painting, this moder n console table will help you

AMBIENCE: WALES BENCH, CYRUS DOUBLE II XL WALL LIGHT, VALENCIA RUG BY RUG’SOCIETY; KAROO II
COUNTER STOOL, CYRUS WALL LIGHT

bring the most enduring italian icon to any home decor.

Wa l l l i g h t o r e v e n w i t h a n x l v e r s i o n o f t h e c y r u s w a l l l i g h t ,

A semi-desert area in South Africa was the per fect environment

using the latter horizontally!

to be the inspiration behind karoo counter stool . With a unique

Cyr us was the brave persian king that conquered babylonia and

design, seating upholstered in velvet and a swivel base in

its cylinder was the document that proves it. Cyr us double ii

br ushed aged brass matte, this stool is sure to impress, whether

xl light was inspired by the freedom and the vast culture of

in a home bar or as a kitchen stool.

the persian civilisation. This 1.2 Meters / 47 inches long wall

The c y r u s w a l l l i g h t i s o n e o f t h e b e s t s e l l e r s o f BRABBU s o t h e

light is part of the cyr us lighting collection that includes some

brand felt the need to add a few more options to this collection.

of BRABBU best sellers and most wanted lighting products,

With the extra-large sizes and the new double wall lights, they

ranging from wall lights, table lights and floor lights. Add a

designed five new products to satisfy your fierce lighting needs!

touch of fierceness to any room with this simple and exquisite

You can combine theri o riginal cyr us wall light w i t h a d o u b l e

lighting collection.
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ANTONIO LUPI
Antonio Lupi is a leading Made in Italy brand, specialized in home

in the more traditional round shape, in the top mount version, and it

& bathroom furnishing. Design, usability, materials, mixed in high-

is always perfectly matching with other products by Antonio Lupi.

quality luxury products. A Tuscan company that for more than sixty

The same is also available as a freestanding pedestal washbasin that

years has distinguished itself on the Italian and international markets

can be either cylindrical or prismatic.

for their bathroom furnishings projects.

VITREO: Like Opale collection, but a single Cristalmood block that

Opale and Vitreo are the collections of washbasins through which

seamlessly expresses all the elegance of the material and the classic

Antonio Lupi continues its research, started with Albume collection,

geometry of the sink shapes. Vitreous available in 10 colours and it is

on the potential of colored Crystalmood and its ability to dialogue

able to fit different refined styles contexts. It is also providing a sense

with natural materials that have always been in the company ’s DNA.

of brightness to the space thanks to the infinite reflections generated

OPALE: The name refers explicitly to geometry and the infinite

by the dialogue with the architectural elements, surfaces, and

reflections of precious stones, the unique magic of nature invades the

furnishings that compose it. A decagonal shape, a characteristic image

bathroom in a continuous cross-reference between material, surfaces

that does not take out the leading role of water, rather it enhances

and refined chromatism. The chromatic aspect of the collection is

it because the sight of the primordial element that is collected in

interpreted through the 10 colours in which Cristalmood is proposed

the large basin changes the perception of the sink as a whole. Vitreo

and the combination of the translucent shades with the uniqueness

is a rediscovered gem that embellishes the centre of the room. It is

of the unrepeatable signs and veins of Bianco Carrara Marble or Nero

the element that attracts the eye and expresses the contemporary

Marquina. The washbasin is available in the new decagonal shape or

approach to the project by Antonio Lupi.

BOFFI
A floating open space
The concept for the new SL 86 yacht from the Sanlorenzo shipyard
opts for an open space design with bright, intercommunicating
spaces marked by elegance and refinement. Travellers are thus able
to have direct contact with the sea. Contemporary and sophisticated
solutions are the predominant theme followed by Boffi | De Padova
in its on-going collaboration with Sanlorenzo. The yacht, in fact, is
a testament to the yachting industry ’s increased focus on designing
interiors like modern, fully equipped loft-like spaces.

PHILIPPE STARCK / B&B ITALIA
Oh, it rains!
A collection of outdoor seating, created by French designer Philippe
Starck for Italian furniture brand B&B Italia, has foldable backrests
that can cover the seat to protect it from the elements. The cheekily
titled Oh, it rains! series comprises a sofa and an armchair with simple,
rectangular seats that are dwarfed by outsized, protruding backrests.
When these are folded down, it covers a surface area both longer
and wider than the seat itself to keep out moisture. The fold-down
mechanism works via an exposed aluminium hinge – a mechanical
joint created especially by Starck in collaboration with the company ’s
research and development team. Due to its size, the backrest also
forms a kind of modular wall, that can be used to separate spaces and
create privacy. Starck opted for a raffia-reminiscent texture to give
the design beachside appeal while still being completely waterproof.
Other recent experiments by the designer include an AI-designed
production chair and upholstery made from an apple-based vegan
fabric. Folding elements can make furniture more convenient. Designer
Alexander Gendell made a chair that folds flat and hangs on the wall
as a piece of artwork when not in use.

MDF ITALIA
MDF Italia’s modern furnishing is not just one of the best expressions

spaces to be furnished with just as much care and with objects of design

of Italian Design creativity, but it also stands for the best technological

embodying this new relationship between indoors and outdoors.

Made in Italy in this sector. The Brand ensures top quality standards,

Arpa collection: The Arpa collection allows you to experience outdoor

so that furniture is not only aesthetically impeccable but performing,

spaces as an extension of your living area, with all the style, comfort

functional and innovative!

and practicality that distinguish MDF Italia furnishing solutions. Sofas,

UNIQUE OUTDOOR COLLECTION

armchairs and side tables stand out for the elegance of the simple, severe

A blend of stylistic research, refined aesthetics and production quality –

lines enhanced by the meticulous handiwork of the interwoven strings

without giving up comfort and practicality – are the standout features

of the chairs, giving the Arpa collection its name (ARPA means “harp”

of the new ARPA collection designed by Ramón Esteve for MDF Italia.

in Italian) while embodying an elaborate, detailed design, top-quality

Carrying on the stylistic features of the MDF Italia collection, these sofas,

handiwork, elegant finishings and the pairing of different materials.

armchairs and coffee tables embody elegant solutions for furnishing

“I think the collection reflects the values of the brand. When I started

outdoor residential and hotel spaces with flair and personality. It’s a

designing ARPA, I knew that my challenge was to achieve a collection

universal trend: in the next few months, our living spaces will move

that was simple and elegant while transmitting a strong personality. This

outdoors, with gardens and terraces taking centre stage as they become

is how I see MDF Italia.”, said Ramón Esteve, the designer.
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AMBIENCE MASTERPIECE SIDEBOARD; GRAND PIANO FILIGREE; STONEHENGE SIDE TABLE; GOLD FAUX-MARBLE SCREEN

BOCA DO LOBO
Founded in 2005, Boca do Lobo reinterpret ancient techniques of fine

wandering around a virtual home fully furnished with high end

craftsmanship to create unexpected pieces of contemporary design.

design products.

Each creation carries the legacy of centuries of craftsmanship. The

With a signature of contemporary style, the brand adds a touch of

collections are inspired and accurately handcrafted in Portugal with

avant-garde mixed with unique elements and materials. Wanting to

attention to detail, passion for beauty and the pure dedication of

express the absoluteness of craftsmanship and the passion to create

skilled craftsmen and craftswoman.

art, Boca do Lobo envisaged a piece of furniture with powerful

The luxury Portuguese interior design brand celebrates 15 years

expression through traditional craftsmanship. It all began with the

and reveals two new exclusive products as part of that celebration.

study and exploration of historical art pieces. Following Boca do

Inspired by the past and the Portuguese legacy, Boca do Lobo is

Lobo’s soul and essence, our passionate team of designers wanted

crafting its way into the future through new design pieces.

to keep paying tribute to tradition by creating an authentic design

The brand took a step forward into the digital world and launched

concept, inspired by the Versailles expression.

these new pieces on a virtual experience, The House of Boca do

Wanting to express the absoluteness of craftsmanship and the passion

Lobo, where hundreds of visitors gathered online to see the novelties

to create art, Boca do Lobo envisioned a piece of furniture with

AMBIENCE VERSAILLES ARMCHAIR; GUGGENHEIM EBONY ROYAL CABINET

powerful expression through traditional craftsmanship. This Boca do

the passion for innovation to create singular masterpieces. Distinctive,

Lobo Masterpiece Sideboard proves that the outcome of architectural

inimitable and custom-made, this bespoke product is the equivalent

and design thinking can be impressive.

of a personalized emotional experience, which offers no less than the

The bespoke Grand Piano Filigree is the first expression of a new

ultimate in craftsmanship and first-class, calling for clients to work

discrete and hyper-luxury service from the House of Boca do Lobo, the

hand in hand with the in-house design team.

Bespoke line. The exclusive service is reserved for the brand’s design

Already known for the know-how to create unexpected design

enthusiasts craving to satisfy their appetite to create one-of-a-kind

concepts, Boca do Lobo presents a fully bespoke service where the

pieces that nobody else has. The leading piece is inspired by the most

central theme is a creative collaboration between design experts,

precious art technique: Filigree, anchored in classic hand-crafting

talented craftsmen and customers. The bespoke line of Boca do Lobo

techniques and eccentric aesthetic.

becomes a way where each customer can show their identity, passion,

The Bespoke Line expresses Boca do Lobo’ expertise and the

distinctiveness. The mission is to push boundaries while following

willingness to keep on the highest standards and fulfil the desire and

customer ’s ideas, updating on an icon, disrupting aesthetics, creating

needs of design experts. A tailored service to convey the most personal

standouts in any space. From special objects to grandeur wishes as

and indulgent experience, supported by the finest craftsmanship and

special yachts, restaurants, hotels and homeworld.
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MARCEL WANDERS
Jeux De Crystal: Launched in Paris at Maison Baccarat, the GameCollection designed in collaboration with Baccarat is a luxurious,
elegant interpretation of strategy and honour. As a celebration of
timeless quality, this collection is a reinvention of the artifacts of
history ’s most iconic games brought into the contemporary moment.
The collection includes five games - Backgammon, Checkers, Domino,
Chinese Go and Chess. Each game design stands as an ode to both
the enduring beauty of competition and the ingenuity, craftsmanship,
and know-how of the manufacturer ’s artisans of these prestigious
designers. As you can see from the game collection, exquisite is the
perfect word to describe each piece that features a special role in every
part of the game.
Bella: In collaboration with Alessandro Mendini, Marcel Wanders
brings an extraordinary lighting performance to residential or
hospitality interiors for Ramun. Combining light with music, Marcel
Wanders has created a lamp that grants a soothing sensory experience.
With just the touch of its cap, the lamp comes to life offering ten
different classic melodies by Bach, Chopin, Puccini, Pachelbel, as well
as a ‘Happy Birthday ’. Bella is available in golden or silver finishings.

KENNETH COBONPUE
The nature is the soul of the project: this has always been the
fundamental element of the philosophy of KENNETHCOBONPUE,
furnishing and complements brand based in Cebu (Philippines)
but that now is internationally renowned with different prizes.
Speaking an original and at the same time transversal language, with
its own recognisable stylistic trait, Kenneth Cobonpue presents the
indoor and outdoor news of 2020: eclectic and poetic projects, with
organic lines, light and strong at the same time. Result of a masterly
craftsmanship applied to ancient materials but with an innovative
spirit and contemporary design.
ISLA Sofa (Indoor and Outdoor): This sculptural sofa takes inspiration
from its namesake, capturing organic forms in a contemporary style.
Depicting land is the frame made of rattan in copper finish, and
symbolizing the encompassing body of water are the cushioned seats.
With the undulating shape of the backrests and the wide seats, Isla
is luxury and comfort in one perfect for both indoors and outdoors.
LILY Mobile Chandelier (Indoor):
The Lily mobile chandelier is inspired by sprawling water lily pads.
Their natural movement as they float on water is mimicked in the
air as suspended canopies dancing with the wind. From observing
them on ponds and lakes to looking up at them at elevated heights,
experience Lily from a fresh perspective.
DRAGON Easy Armchair (Indoor): Strong lines and geometric shapes
make up this piece that demands attention. Capturing the fiery spirit
of this mythical creature, the Dragon easy armchair comes in the bold
colors black and red. The solid, cushioned base contrasts the frame’s
open weave, creating a modern throne for the adventurous.

TOM DIXON
The Carved Family
This amazing collection sits on a mouth-blown, double-layered black
and white glass concept that has been acutely cut back to define a
series of circular motifs. Artisanal glassmakers in India carefully carved
away layers of glass in a design process that explores the opaque, the
translucent and the transparent. The intention was for the chunky and
heavy glass to take on an ethereal lightness.
CARVED VASES: The intention was for the chunky and heavy glass to
take on an ethereal lightness.
The BUMP Family: BUMP is a family of hand-made, minimalist,
borosilicate vessels with subtle levels of pink and grey tonal translucency.
BUMP offers an elegant approach to the alchemical processes of tea
making, mixology and floral arrangements.
BUMP DRINKWARE: With these articles for measuring, brewing,
steaming, cooling, pouring and preserving, we are exploring the
transformative alchemy of curious instruments and chemical reactions.
BUMP VASES: Inspired by laboratory apparatus, BUMP is an exercise in
double-walled glassmaking and a play in transparency and translucency.

POGESSI
Poggesi shades the garden terrace of the DIOR Cafè in Miami

modernized by Artistic Director Maria Grazia Chiuri for the Cruise

Poggesi designed the outdoor spaces of the Miami Dior pop-up

2019 collection and embellished with the addition of wild animals

café, located on the boutique’s third-floor garden terrace in Miami,

such as giraffes, tigers and lions, popping with delicate accent

in the heart of the Miami Design District. Dior coffee continues

colors of blush pink and navy blue. The café is a work of art in

the long lasting tradition and passion of the founder of the house

itself. The café is a work of art in itself: the pinnacle point of

Christian Dior for the art of entertainment and his very personal

the space is a bronze Dior logo set against greenery and lit in the

taste in art de vivre.

background, creating the perfect backdrop for any social media

Keeping with this spirit, the café offers a very pleasant convivial

photo. Lush greenery enriches the cozy café with refined white

space entirely inspired by the Toile de Jouy theme, an iconic

seating and large umbrellas flanking the perimeter.

18th century French print which, from 1947 adorned the walls

The result is a harmonious environment, in which all the elements are

of Monsieur Dior ’s first boutique at Avenue Montaigne in Paris,

intertwined and strengthened. The furnishings, that reproduce silhouettes

where it used to cover even the decorative pillows and was printed

of wild animals that as oversized 3D sculptures “roam” the space, the rich

directly onto the terrace decking.

vegetation surrounding the cafe and the suggestive skyline whose view

The brand’s emblematic Toile de Jouy print has been recently

can be enjoyed from the terrace, introduce guests into a magical realm.
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AMBIENCE MYLLO CONSOLE; GAMMA TABLE LAMP; SABOTEUR SWIVEL SINGLE SOFA; ORBIS RECTANGULAR MIRROR

LUXXU
With a high prestige and a revivalist attitude, luxxu is proud to be

dining rooms, games rooms and front desks or reception areas.

back in paris for yet another edition of the world’s most prestigious

The iconic lines of the empire collection have inspired yet another

tradeshow. The increasingly bolder designs, always combined with

creation! Empire square snooker suspension is

the finest craftsmen technics, are an endless promise of elegance and

extravagant, yet charming, lamp that joins modern design with antique

distinctiveness that shapes luxxus future.

line. Made of gold plated brass and vintage-inspired crystal glass, its

Drawing inspiration from the most unusual planetarium in the world,

square and long shape make it the ultimate dining room lighting. It also

the tycho chandelier is a layered lighting fixture made of high-quality

looks amazing in games rooms.

brass rings and crystal glass tubes. Highly decorative and elegant, the

Although the inspiration of this suspension is still a myth the elegance

tycho fits perfectly into modern lounges and dining areas.

present in every detail is very real. Brought to life through the combination

Liberty, a collection inspired by the famous statue of liberty, welcomes

of lush crystals and high-quality gold plated brass, the babel II is the

a new snooker version. An elegant design made to enlighten the best

perfect fixture for bars, hotels or private dining rooms. Its shape allows

glamorous and

interior design projects, from dining rooms to billiard rooms. Liberty

the creation of exquisite lighting installations through the combination

snooker suspension is made with brass and crystal glass.

of multiple suspensions.

The architectural lines of lighthouses that have inspired the pharo

Born from a collection that has never ceased to inspire us, this new

collection have inspired a new creation. Pharo snooker is an elegant

design is an elegant wall lamp that will bring harmony into any interior.

suspension lamp made with crystal glass and gold plated brass. The

Liberty II small is made of brass and crystal glass, the wall fixture

crystals bring a delicate touch to a robust structure. Fit for lighting

features a decorative brass frame and accents that grant it a modern. Install

AMBIENCE EMPIRE SNOOKER SUSPENSION; TYCHO CHANDELIER; LIBERTY II SMALL WALL; CHARLA DINING CHAIR

in doubles for the ultimate look.Immerse into the waterfall sputnik

and wood top. This combination and design reflect the elevation of what

plafond, a lighting fixture made with gold-plated brass and a series of

is earthly to a godlike stature, it defines the creation of something that

ribbed crystal tubes. Joining the best of the waterfall collection and the

is perfect. This piece is the ultimate luxury of a modern dining room.

details of sputnik lamps, the plafond is the ideal choice for those seeking

A larger version of the crown mirror, which is more than just a simple

a statement lamp that will stand out from the crowd. Just like telescopes

mirror, it’s a tribute to beauty. A functional piece of art ready to bring

were an innovation, gamma table lamp is a new take on adjustable

endless elegance to any room. Made of gold plated brass and smoked

table lamps. Thanks to its rotating arm, its light can be directed and is

black mirror, the detailed frame turns a simple piece into a head-turner

the ideal choice for a desk or nightstand. A modern creation featuring a

that will lift your interiors.

marble base, and a crystal glass and gold-plated brass body.Inspired by

Orbis is an elegant mirror with a rectangular shape. The detailed frame,

the distinct engineering present in the tallest bridges, myllo console

which is decorated with little golden spheres, is made of gold-plated

functions as symbol of solitude and innovation. Composed by marble

brass and brings a modern touch to this timeless design. Stylish and

and polished brass it reflects the rawness and perfection of an engineer ’s

glamorous the orbis rectangular mirror can be hanged vertically or

masterpiece, fragile as it may appear but solid and firm that promises to

horizontally, fitting your needs. The anguis single sofa is a a modern

hold your breath. It’s a statement piece that holds any room’s highest

and comfortable sofa for one. The round shape ensures comfort, while

expectations. Inspired by the greek mythology, the apotheosis dining

the contrasting colors and materials create a sophisticated design. Made

table is the glorification of design and innovation. The polished brass

for powerful offices and lavish master bedrooms, this sofa made of velvet,

legs give an unusual and chic effect to this piece that supports a marble

wood, brass and leather brings the ideal touch of luxury.
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BAU DESIGN
Introducing BAU Design. Directed by artist Silvano Cei, BAU Design
merges the world of different art forms such as painting, sculpture
and photography to create hybrid pieces and furnishing elements as a
result of the contamination of these subjects.
Using unexpected materials including flexible resin, corten and
stainless steel, BAU Design offers unique pieces of furniture to
decorate any type of space.
CAST BRASS SCULTURA DECORATIVE CHAIR: Made exclusively
of cast brass, the Scultura Decorative Chair is unlike anything you’ve
ever seen before, making it the perfect way to add visual interest to a
corner of the room. The chair is also available in cast aluminum.
RESIN DRIP SIDE TABLE #3: Give your living room a unique touch
with the Resin Drip Side Table from Bau Design. Made by dripping
colored resin epoxy on the surface and down the sides, no two tables
are exactly alike, ensuring every piece is an original. The table comes
in a variety of shapes and sizes.
CARRARA MARBLE SCULTURA SIDE TABLE: Give your living space
a natural yet chic touch with this side table. On a carefully chiseled
Carrara marble base, the table features a cast bronze branch-like stem
with a round surface. The table comes from a small collection of
branch-inspired side tables, allowing you to mix and match to design
your own personalized set.
CAST ALUMINUM SCULTURA SIDE TABLE: Organic shapes and
materials blend in an unexpected way in the side table by Bau Design.
From a collection of side tables inspired by branches, the table is made
exclusively in cast aluminum, with a branchlike base and a smooth
round surface. Pair this version with the side table featuring a Nero
Marquinia base for an alluring, coordinated set.

ARTMEST - CO.DE WALL.
Introducing Co.De Wall. Founded in 1961 in Tribiano, near Milan,
Co.De Wall specializes in fully customizable wall coverings and
furnishing fabrics, creating stunning traditional and modern designs
in a variety of colors and motives.
From tropical landscapes to color block patterns, every piece is
intended for any kind of project, from private decorations to large
scale buildings.
RAINFOREST WALLPAPER YELLOW BY ALICE CARMEN GOGA
Create a fast and easy accent wall in a modern or industrial space
with the Geo Multicolor Beige Wallpaper. Printed on vinyl with a
non-woven fabric backing, the wallpaper is easy to hang and care for
over the years. The paper is also available in a cool colorway and in
a variety of different materials upon request. Price per square meter.
GEO VINYL WALLPAPER MULTICOLOR BEIGE BY JV LAB
Create a fast and easy accent wall in a modern or industrial space

with the Geo Multicolor Beige Wallpaper. Printed on vinyl with a
non-woven fabric backing, the wallpaper is easy to hang and care for
over the years. The paper is also available in a cool colorway and in
a variety of different materials upon request. Price per square meter.

ARTMEST - BALLARIN
ARNEVALE CONICAL VASE BY ANGELO BALLARIN
This Carnival Conical Vase was handmade with Murano glass by expert
craftsman Angelo Ballarin with the combination of multicolored
transparent glass panels interspersed with strips of black filigree. The
end result is an elegant and modern vase and a collector ’s item that
offers a colorful highlight to any room in the home.
ACQUAMARINA TABLE LAMP BY ANGELO BALLARIN
This table lamp is entirely handmade by Angelo Ballarin with Murano
glass, combining glass tiles of different colors. The prevalence of blue
recalls the color of the sea, which gives the name Acquamarina. The
structure has a chromed metal base that gives sparkle and modernity
to the hole item.

GIOBAGNARA
Giobagnara New In. Founded almost a century ago in 1939 by the

spherical ferrules. The tables measure (in cm): Ø 35 x H 35.5, Ø

Bagnara family, the company is now run by Giorgio, who began

49.5 x H 41.5, Ø 66 x H 48. Leather is available in nappa, suede, and

specializing in leather goods in 1999 and creates today sophisticated

printed calfskin.

and eclectic pieces of functional design crafted by hand.

BIVIO ROUND DINING TABLE: A superb expression of creativity

Combining classic leather accents with materials such as marble,

and craftsmanship, this table of the Bivio Collection is characterized

textiles and metals, the latest collection includes a wide range of

by an intriguing base constructed of three folded wooden slabs

furnishing accessories for the entire home.

lined in red suede and leather that support a white round top. The
Part of the Augustus

futuristic architecture of the iconic Villa Girasole by architect Angelo

Collection inspired by the famous 1950 Italian ocean liner ’s

Invernizzi that rotates to follow the sun, is the main inspiration

portholes, this set of three nesting tables features a smoky glass top

behind this unique design by Stéphane Parmentier. Contact the

framed by a thick leather border supported by three bronze legs with

Concierge for available customization in size.

AUGUSTUS SET OF 3 NESTING TABLES:
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AMBIENCE KAFE SIDEBOARD; ROBUSTA CENTER TABLE; MOKA DINING CHAIR;

CAFFE LATTE
Neutral designs for functional interiors with modern aesthetics is what

stylishly. The Aroma console top is made from luxurious rosewood or

you can expect from CAFFE LATTE. This modern brand is a collection of

palisander, while the support structure comes in stainless steel. No other

furniture, lighting, and accessories with a remarkable ability to fit into any

thing is as uplifting as the coffee’s aroma in the air and this table shows

style of interiors due to its modern aesthetic, minimalist and functional

how the smallest details can make the biggest impression in your interiors.

design, and consensual focus on neutral tones.

The harsh and strict lines from this console design contrast perfectly with

Time does not stop and the contemporary brand is here for you at full

the fluidity and sort of feminine touch of the mirror. Inspired by the Coffea

speed. Even though this season’s trade shows are cancelled, you can still

liberica plant, the mirror takes an oval contour, resembling the delicate shape

get to know all their new pieces and inspirations in our virtual room. Caffe

of the plant’s leaf. The stainless steel with a bronze matte base, simulate the

Latte’s exclusive home collection is growing, with new design products for

sturdy branches that can grow up to nine meters, holding in perfect harmony

you to see, love and use. Expect a new range of rugs, bar chairs, armchair

a refined marble top. A minimalist design that will not go unnoticed. Liberica

& sideboard to complement your projects. Use it as you will, because

Console is the piece you need to enhance your home décor.

these pieces are completely adjustable to commercial spaces, hospitality,

The Kafe sideboard is a tribute to the rich coffee culture of Madagascar.

residential and so on.

Made from bronze mirror, stainless steel and the finest wood, Kafe promises

If coffee is your ultimate ally throughout the day, then you must have it

to bring warmth and clean-lined minimalism to your living or dining room.

AMBIENCE ROBUSTA CENTER TABLE; WINNOW TABLE; LIBERICA CONSOLE; COLOMBIA ARMCHAIR;

Robusta Center Table, with an uneven shape, taking inspiration from

comfort and elegance into any living room design. Made from boucle

the deformity of the sub-Saharian plains where the famous Coffea

fabric and solid wood, this armchair will bring that serene atmosphere

Robusta is grown, this center table has both a soft yet eye-catching

we often associate with minimal interiors. Take a moment for yourself

presence. Its two marble tops resemble the hues of brown from the

and enjoy the simplest things in life with the Colombia armchair!

exquisite coffee beans and rest perfectly on a delicate and continuous

The world’s longest cultivated coffee, all the way from Yemen, Moka

bronze leg. The perfect piece to provide a simple and neutral

is known for its intriguing nuance - just like the Moka dining chair.

complement to a modern interior.

This simple yet refined chair can be featured on an endless array of

The Winnow table lamp takes its name from the winnowing method,

settings and match an infinite number of styles, from a contemporary

an ancient technique of separating grain from the straw. Its body is

project to a modern interior design, without being too discreet. Solid

composed of small lacquer wood tubes, representing the straw, and

woods and vellutino fabrics make this minimal design a must in any

the abat jour shade emerges from the base with a light tapioca fabric,

dining room. Moka Collection is available in Bar Chair, Counter Stool

separating distinctively from its rigid body. By mixing a more classic

and Dining Chair. With strong lines and a firm personality, Latte

approach to the shade with a contemporary design to its body, this

sideboard is the perfect piece to complete a simple and contemporary

table lamp will brighten every surface and interior.

design. Versatile, functional and smooth, Latte is lacquered in high

Colombia is known for its delicious coffee, with a rich, well-balanced

gloss cream and gently lies in black matte feet. This charming

flavour. The Colombia armchair, inspired by its coffee taste, breathes

sideboard brings instant character and hygge to a minimalist design.
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SCARLET SPLENDOUR
The Forest: The Forest is designer Marcantonio’s debut collection
for Scarlet Splendour.
All the sculptural pieces of furniture and accessories you see are
designed to evoke strong emotions that represent nature. Mystery,
curiosity, humour, originality and functionality are at the heart of
each creation.
Forest Chair: Forest Chair from Marcantonio’s Forest Collection
is a luxurious, pop chair, a conversation piece in any space. It is
covered in brass “fur ” and “wood grains” with magical tree tops
surrounding it

LULU
Lucasta Ludwig, a young 14th century wizard was said to be in
possession of a magical chamber of spirits that could control
the senses. By this power vested in him, Lulu lured maidens to
dance with wild abandon, bestowed amazing powers upon the
meek and made spirits (well) soar. Misuse of power,one might
say. But if Lulu were born today, he would surely be among the
most powerful men alive. Our spirits completely captivated by his
mystical insignia of the eye and the lip.
Lulu Cabinet: Lulu Cabinet is an uber luxurious cabinet with a
brass eye-lip feature in its centre surrounded by an elliptical web
of brass and resin. The inside of the cabinet is fully lined in brass.

FLOS
IC F2 Outdoor H 1852 mm Burgundy Red/Black Lava
Floor lamp with diffused light for exterior use. Structure in
painted brushed stainless steel or brushed brass; marble base
in various colours. Available in four standard combinations:
black/black lava painted steel, deep brown/travertino imperiale,
satinized brass/grey lava, satinized stainless steel/occhio di
pernice. The structural parts are chemically treated for protection
against atmospheric elements. Opalescent blown glass diffuser.
5-m cable with IP44 Schuko plug suitable for outdoor use. Backlit
floor dimmer switch on the IP65 cable enables ON/OFF function
and brightness regulation 30–100%.

BD BARCELONA
Design meets Art
REMIX VOL. 5:

Moneo Brock presents a new edition to the

REmix project (Vol.5) created by BD Barcelona Design with the
aim of REcovering, REcycling and REusing obsolete material
that accumulates in warehouses, giving it a second chance. Belén
Moneo has faced the challenge of converting old legs in stock
into a limited edition of bookshelves and a colourful collection of
bookends, that will become part of BD ’s Art Edition Catalogue.
The legs are from the Romana Table that her father and architect,
Rafael Moneo designed for the Catalan furniture company back
in 2001.
JAMAICA STOOL: The Jamaica Stool is already a classic in
Spanish design and is one of the best designed stools in all history.
It’s been on the market for over 25 years and remains as current
as its first day, both the aluminium version as well as the wooden,
beech version.
Stool with structure of 5 legs made in chromed steel. Swivel seat
in cast iron AG3 polished scotch and anodized silver or machined
in solid beech varnished. Low stool version with wheels.

MOROSO
Taba, sofa by Alfredo Häberli , 2020
A visually free interpretation of comfortable ergonomics
Taba

is

a

family

of

products

designed

for

existential

multifunctionality: living, sitting, conversing, working. The
overlapping of different organic lines and the softness of the
asymmetrical shapes is the philosophy of TABA. “ When designing
sofas and seats,” says the designer, “the interaction between
people must be in the foreground. That’s why I play with the
precision of the lines and the poetics of the organic language. “
The inspiration comes from an old Argentine rural game, made
with a cow bone. The game of the old campesinos is a game of skill
that must be made on soft and damp ground. Taba is a cow bone,

The TABA collection consists of eight pieces: a sofa, two armchairs,

to which two metal plates are applied, which must be thrown

five ottomans. These offer a wide range of possible uses in both

with extreme skill, so that the winning part remains upwards.

public and private areas.
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AMBIENCE NANCY TABLE LAMP; VAUGHAN SUSPENSION LAMP; CARTER FLOOR LAMP; CARTER DESK TABLE LAMP;

DELIGHTFULL
Inspired by jazz music, DelightFULL mission is to conquer the world

Next, we have the Carter floor lamp, the mid-century lighting piece your

through their exclusive design and handcrafted pieces! Made by local

modern home decor has been looking for. Inspired by the discoveries of the

artisans that practices the elementals of craftsmanship, the mid-century

universe, Carter modern lamp has all the details to be a memorable detail

brand’s products are long-lasting masterpieces capable of embellishing

of your entire home decor. This bespoke design is handmade in brass, and it

any interior design. Their mid-century spirit can be suitable for any

has two shades with a soft casting light that will transform any residential

project since you can customize any piece that you need. Let’s begin

or hospitality project! But the Carter collection doesn’t stop here, let’s

our journey through the brand’s newest lighting designs and open our

meet the rest of the family members!

minds to the numerous possibilities of the unlimited world of mid-

From the same lighting family, may we present the Carter suspension

century modern design.

lamp, a singular fixture that your modern home decor was missing, until

Inspired by the iconic golden era classics, the Nancy table lamp is an art

now! Designed with the great discoveries of space in mind, the modern

deco lighting fixture that will provide the right amount of character into

suspension lamp, with its all the unique textural elements and unique

your home décor, and life! This lamp is handmade in brass and aluminum

shape, becomes a memorable piece in your design. Handmade in polished

by talented artisans that still use are passionate about their ancient

brass and matte white, the soft casting light of the 6 arms of this mid-

craftsmanship techniques, a touch that adds a priceless character to any

century modern lighting fixture has all the unique details to transform

masterpiece. The Nancy Table Lamp can suit any space into your design,

any project and create the perfect mood, casting light whenever you need.

including mid-century office decor of hotel living room.

Inspired by the icon Ron Carter, the Carter desk lamp has a soft casting

AMBIENCE CARTER SUSPENSION LAMP; GALLIANO SNOOKER SUSPENSION LAMP; CARTER TABLE LAMP; KIRK TABLE LAMP;

light that will illuminate your home office design or workspace. With a

organ, and it will be the perfect acquisition for your cocktail evenings! The

unique stilnovo style, this mid-century desk lamp will maximize your

lighting design has a geometric design of combined pipe tubes, and when

workspace and prioritize your ambience. Although it is more used in

you think you saw it all, well turn the lights on and you will be pleasantly

office style projects, this lighting fixture reveals to be quite versatile

surprised. Handmade in steel, the lighting piece include a nickel-plated

since it can be incorporated, for example, in a modern hotel lobby. This

finish applied by some of the nest artisans in Portugal. Thanks to its unique

vintage modern desk lamp is handmade in brass, steel and aluminum with

design, the Galliano Snooker can the statement piece of any space, whether

handmade detailing.

it is a minimalistic modern dining, a mid-century living room or even the

However, if you want to go with something out of the ordinary, the Carter

lobby of a hospitality project. This playful version of Galliano won’t easily

table lamp is the lighting fixture that you want in your design. This mid-

go unnoticed, don’t you think?

century lighting design features an iconic take on a stilnovo design style

The welcoming and shiny presence of Sarah Vaughan is truly represented

through its unique yet glamorous shaped structure. Handmade in brass and

in every single detail you’ll find in the next mid-century modern fixture.

acrylic, the simple and well-cut lines of this modern table lamp will fit into

Vaughan mid-century design is the soothing and unexpected design piece

any luxurious décor. With a soft casting light this modern lighting fixture

into any project you see fit. With intricate yet discreet details, this mid-

has all the glamour of the mid-century design iconic lines making it the

century ceiling light will add a Hollywood glamour with its golden tones

perfect piece do be the light of any room.

and contemporary aura. Aesthetically pleasing, the Vaughn suspension

Feel the true luxury’s statement design with this modern, yet minimalistic

piece can easily be the perfect choice for a modern dining room, or the

suspension lamp. Galliano Snooker has a shape inspired by a pipe of

statement figure in a luxury hospitality project.
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SABA ITALIA
“A chair is a chair is a chair ”
Saba + Antonio Marras x Salvioni
“A chair is a chair is a chair ” is a site-specific installation designed
by Antonio Marras in collaboration with Saba for Salvioni Milano
Durini and inaugurated Thursday February 13th. An invitation
to conceive a space where people can interact with objects in a
unique way.
The “faces” of Antonio Marras accompany the visitors through
an imaginary journey of discovery, symbol of harmony between
company, artist and space, but also of a certain lightness and color
poetry, distinctive traits of Saba and the artist.
Through this project the idea of the lack of boundaries is explored,
a characteristic of the contemporary world where the unfinished
allows for freedom of transformation and it can all be synthesized
in the word dream. The dream as an element of synthesis of the
infinite possibilities of contemporary living.
During the opening night the store simultaneously transforms
into an intimate site and public space, a cinema and a theatre.
Marras and Saba in collaboration with Marco Angelilli, stage a
theatric scene loosely based on the film “Gruppo di famiglia di un
Interno” by Luchino Visconti. Upon their arrival to discover “A
chair is a chair is a chair ”, the public transforms into an audience
between a living room and a bedroom, where Ferdinando BruniBurt Lancaster reads poems that envelop the unexpected “mènage
à trois” with romanticism.

ROCHE BOBOIS
CIGALE DINING TABLE - TERRA CERAMIC

Pietra ceramic composite on 10mm-thick glass or 5mm-thick Marmi

Design Andrea Casati

ceramic on 8mm-thick glass slab. Base and crossbar in steel with

Dining table, top and 2 extension leaves (40cm) in 3mm-thick

lacquer finish that matches the top in ceramic or col. Manganese.

ARTEK
Rope Chair and Tupla Wall Hook by Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec
Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec are known as much for their technical
expertise as for their graceful artistry. Celebrated first by the
launch of the Kaari collection in 2015, their work for Artek
has been truthful to the company ’s ethos of embodying Art &
Technology, what Bauhaus founder Walter Gropius famously
referred to as a “new unity ”.
In a new venture bringing together industrial production with
artistic sensibility, Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec have designed the
Rope Chair and Tupla Wall Hook: surprising silhouettes that meet
sophisticated constructions in a synthesis of art and technology.

MUUTO
In Situ Modular Sofa: The In Situ Modular Sofa is a grand, modular design
with sculptural lines that can be tailored to your individual space and taste
yet with its modular elements hidden through subtle detailing of its front
profile, paired with deep comfort and a soft seat. Choose from any of the 30
predesigned configurations or create your own, using the 9 different seating
modules and 2 loose cushions.
Rime Pendant Lamp: The Rime Pendant Lamp brings an elegant perspective
to the glass pendant lamp through its semi-transparent glass that
has been sandblasted for a refined expression. The design features a
characteristic form, inspired by the shape of acorns, complemented by
its powder-coated top-part, pendant tube and cord in a matching color
for a subtle touch. The design is available in four colors across four sizes,
allowing you to use the design on its own or in linear formations or
playful clusters for a modern chandelier.
Oslo Counter & Bar Stool: Combining modern, geometric lines with a
contemporary expression and comfortably soft seat, the Oslo Counter &
Bar Stool brings a refined perspective to the form through its playful lines
and embracing back, joined by the comfort of its footrest, allowing its user
to sit at multiple angles for many hours at a time. The Oslo Counter & Bar
Stool adds an elegant touch to any space in a home, restaurant or workplace.

ROLF BENZ
ROLF BENZ ADDIT.
THE UNIVERSAL SOFA OF OUR TIME. WITH THE FUTURE
INCLUDED.
More than ever, our lives today are subject to change. For Berlin
designers Tina Bunyaprasit and Werner Aisslinger, this was the
motivation and inspiration behind creating Rolf Benz ADDIT, a
freely movable living collage. The result is a modular sofa landscape
in an iconic design that adapts to virtually every wish and every
room situation – and which can also, when required, be expanded
piece by piece. The graphically linear, floating appearance blends
with any surroundings. The voluminous cushions make Rolf Benz
ADDIT the ultimate feel-good experience.
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AMBIENCE BRANDO SIDEBOARD; AMBIENCE DAVIS SIDEBOARD; FRANCO TV SCREEN; MINELLI ARMCHAIR; MINNELLI STOOL;

ESSENTIAL HOME
Do you want to revive some classics of the mid-century era cinema?

A curvy and colorful stool that is practical and comfortable, is one

There is no simple way to that then incorporating Essential Home’s

of those pieces that are essential in any home décor style, don’t you

unique furniture collections into your design. Considered as the

think? The Minelli stool’s body of solid wood features a soft upholstery

epitome of bohemian retro design, its mid-century modern lines merge

element in classy velvet as well as wooden details exposed on the

important historical references from the 1930s and 1960s and with

sides. This small upholstered stool is the best seating solution for

contemporary influences.

mid-century style lovers with small space issues. With rounded edges

The harmony of masculine and feminine, classic and contemporary,

and upholstered in velvety fabric, this incredible piece from Essential

is the essence of the unique furniture brand’s emblematic style and

Home’s Minelli Family is very comfortable and an easy way of adding a

timeless refinement. The following furniture designs belong to a brand-

little splash of color to your ambiance.

new collection designed by the talented team of the mid-century brand.

Minelli armchair is another addition to Essential Home’s upholstery

Village is a collection that will take every design lover back to the

collection inspired by Liza Minelli and looks more classic and as

roots and origins of mid-century style, with the brand’s iconic twist.

stunning as ever. You’ll find a beautiful velvet in its classical elegance,

Open your mind to iconic ideas and inspirations and be inspired by the

along with a comfortable structure in polished brass and walnut wood

following Essentials that are missing in your home decor.

in this armchair that you won’t resist adding to your living room or

If you’re looking for a unique yet classic armchair to suit your home

to your next design project. This mid-century modern armchair is as

décor project, we have got the answer for you. The Brando armchair

versatile as it is customizable, making it possible to choose its soft

is perfect for any ambience where sobriety is required and will not

fabric that matches the design of your home.

disappoint you. Displaying a classic elegant look, the mid-century

Are you looking for a statement piece that is a symbol of luxury and

furniture piece is designed with comfort and discreet sophistication in

mid-century design? Meet the Davis sideboard, a unique furniture

mind. It features a solid wood body cushioned with the finest tufted

design that has the perfect balance of the modern days and the mid-

leather upholstery and a final touch of polished brass over the sides, for

century era. With stunning lacquered white wood and a glass top that

an extra touch of luxury.

reflects all kinds of light, as well as a peak of velvet on the sides and

AMBIENCE BRANDO SIDE TABLE; AMBIENCE FRANCO CENTER TABLE; BRANDO ARMCHAIR; SHIRLEY MIRROR; MINELLI BOOKCASE

back, this bespoke sideboard brings us a true touch of iconic design

sophisticated, then this is the right piece for you. The Minelli bed by

and craftsmanship celebration. With six spacious shelves and beautiful

Essential Home will definitely be the statement piece of your mid-

brass knobs, the David sideboard is the perfect storage option for any

century project! Its body, which displays beautifully organic lines,

luxurious dining room.

is built out of walnut wood and is then expertly covered by bonded

Remember when TVs were unique works of art that completed the rest

velvet. Only the sides are left with exposed wood, showing this bed’s

of the elements in the interior design? Well, your chance to replicate

true sobriety. No doubt that this piece is truly inspiring design for

those golden days is here with the amazing Franco TV Screen by

retro lovers who crave for lavish yet clear-headed design.

Essential Home. This unique piece will perfectly encapsulate your

With a simple body of solid wood, the Brando sideboard is one of

modern television, simulating the days when TVs were works of

the stylish ways to add some extra storage space into your home

craftsmanship and matched the furniture around them, However, this

design project. Featuring six large drawers and a unique personality

unique TV screen features a glimmer of modernity, since it is supposed

on its own, this exquisite sideboard is a very inconspicuous piece of

to be hung to a wall just like modern televisions. Let’s go back to the

modern design that works as a discreetly stylish storage solution.

mid-century time capsule and transform your TV space with this retro

Finding that extra storage space in your home design couldn’t get

wooden TV screen!

easier, don’t you think?

With a beautiful circular geometric structure, the Shirley mirror is

Last but not least, we have another incredible element of the Essential

the perfect design to enhance the overall look of your mid-century

Home’s Minelli family. With a unique design that is all about the

modern decor. This large circular mirror features a structure made

highlight of the natural materials, this mid-century bookcase is a

out of curved tubes of polished golden brass that sustain a large

stylish way to add some storage space into your design project. The

circular mirror in the middle. With such a versatile shape and design,

Minelli bookcase is a furniture piece that definitely calls attention in

this circular mirror can look incredible in any part of your home

the best way, providing elegance and space with its walnut wood and

decor, including the entrance hallway!

smoked glass shelves. The world’s design lovers are going to fall in love

If you’re looking for an ultimate bed design that is sober and

with this piece for sure!
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SABA ITALIA
OUTDOOR COLLECTION

instinct and the ability to envisage tomorrow ’s classics today.

Confirming its exclusive ability to completely furnish living and

554 Bowy Outdoor: The Bowy side tables, with tapered forms

dining rooms, the company has now expanded the horizons of its

just like the original indoor sofa designed by Patricia Urquiola in

philosophy to the external spaces of the home with The Cassina

2018, also come in an outdoor version. Available in two different

Perspective Goes Outdoor: a concept, an informed and futuristic

sizes, both of which have an aluminium sheet structure with mud

notion, a broad and detailed horizon of configurations in which the

textured or ivory textured finishes and a recycled RFM® glass-

most innovative products are combined with the icons of Modern

reinforced plastic top, available in white and red or white and grey,

design to create authentic, welcoming and personal atmospheres.

the tables can be stacked or arranged perpendicular to each other to

The Cassina Perspective Goes Outdoor combines the LC Collection

furnish open air living areas.

by Le Corbusier, Pierre Jeanneret and Charlotte Perriand, revisited

473 Dine Out: With its refined details and welcoming forms, the

in terms of fabrics and finishes, and two new projects by Charlotte

stackable Dine Out armchair has a solid teak frame embellished

Perriand – the Table à Plateau Interchangeable, now in an outdoor

with a hand-woven grey polypropylene rope around the armrests

version, and the Doron Hotel Outdoor chair, also available in an

and the upper part of the backrest. The comfort of the seat is

indoor version – with three great contemporary designers: Philippe

guaranteed by the padded cushion with polyurethane foam insert,

Starck, Rodolfo Dordoni and Patricia Urquiola. The eclecticism

attached via two straps to the solid teak staves leaving the wooden

and versatility of Cassina’s designs in external living spaces is

frame in view, and embellished with a trim in grey gros-grain on the

demonstrated with an unconventional, distinctive and powerful

upper edge. The backrest cushion has a soap-bar shape with double

lexicon that expresses the tangible quality of both the individual

stitching and rounded corners. All of the padded parts are covered

piece and the ensemble that go beyond passing trends. With the

with waterproof cloth.

BRAND VAN EGMOND
ORPHEUS COLLECTION
One of the most legendar y poets and singers in Greek mythology
is Orpheus. He sang so beautifully that he touched ever yone and
all around him. The King and Queen were moved to tears, but
also the birds, trees and even the stones were hypnotized by his
magical voice. We have found several objects of desire amidst the
nymphs and trees, and for med them into new lights. A precious
stone, a golden mineral and a delicate rose: all captured in a
protective embrace of casted bronze.

DÖTTLING
THE NEW DÖTTLING GATSBY BRINGS COLORFUL LUXURY
TO YOUR HOME
The

new

Döttling

Gatsby

enchants

with

a

fascinating

combination of state- of-the-art security technology and the
sumptuous opulence of days gone by. Like all of our company ’s
products, it is completely customizable and handmade. A real
Döttling through and through.
Mensa Magis: The Mensa Magis is a wonder ful piece of fur niture
in the literal sense of the words. At first glance, it ser ves as a
refined table with simple noblesse. The sur face is covered with
finest leather, rendering it a statement piece. The side panels
are made of bog oak – the kind of valuable and rare oak that
only emerges after thousands of years in a moor. As a finishing
touch, polished brass elements frame the panels. But you can
even create some magic yourself: Choose from numerous other
high-quality sur faces and put together a Mensa Magis of your
ver y own.

of a hidden, cleverly designed precision mechanism. And to top

If you take a closer look, then you’ll discover the seven

it all off, there’s a high-security safe integrated into one of these

compartments that ser ve as drawers. But it doesn’t stop at that.

drawers, fulfilling the outstanding safety requirements you

Some of the drawers can only be accessed and opened by means

would expect from a Döttling product.

RUG’SOCIETY
Rug’Society is an exquisite Portuguese brand of Rugs and covering
solutions that mainly aims to transform rugs into pieces of art.
Rug’Society appears with a strong connotation to the eclectic style,
a brand that transmits emotions.
The Urban Collection is inspired by urban daily living and it is the
perfect choice for modern cosmopolitan living. A collection that
will bring the city art to your home. Ruin Rug, Black Ink Rug
Inkaholic rug, Graffitified I Rug are some of the artsy new products
you can find.
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AMBIENCE DARIAN FREESTANDING, SHIELD MIRROR; SHIELD OVAL MIRROR; DARIAN BATHTUB; DARIAN TOWEL RACK;

MAISON VALENTINA
Maison Valentina aims to deliver the most exquisite and sophisticated

results in a blend of artful and stout personality. The Freestanding also

bathroom furniture. They offer high-end solutions made with the

features an Estremoz or Nero Marquina marble vessel sink.

finest material selection, combined with rare handwork techniques,

The Darian Towel Rack is a luxurious round towel holder, imponent

contemporary design and assuring supreme quality.

and lavish. Resonates elegance in its luxurious silhouette with the

Darian bathtub and freestanding: DARIAN collection draws inspiration

composed blend of Black Matte Synthetic Leather, involved with fine

from Darius, the great Persian king, who ruled the empire at its peak

gold plated brass detailing. This luxury item adapts perfectly to any

in 5th century BC, having control over regions that nowadays belong

modern or contemporary ambiance or style.

to three continents. DARIAN products were conceived with precise

Shield is a round mirror made entirely from mirror, polished brass and

knowledge of production techniques and materials, each with different

a Nero Marquina marble bar. Inspired in the most ancient and valuable

specialities, from metal-work to upholstery.

armour, the Shield of Achilles, we re-designed the Shield Mirror, the

The Bathtub and Freestanding feature a cluster of gold plated brass

meaning of protection and security. Decorative yet practical, you will

asymmetrical bars enveloping a white or black leather structure, that

have a divine mirror just for you.

AMBIENCE BOOBOO SUSPENSION SOFA; LITTLE CLOUD NIGHTSTAND; NODO SUSPENSION CHAIR; HOOT STOOL;

CIRCU
Circu was built under a dream! The dream is to allow children to dream

The Fantasy Air Balloon is a themed bed that invokes the romantic and

their own dreams and to really give them space to be and live their

whimsical ambiance of a hot air balloon ride! Kids will relate this bed to

fantasies and magical world. CIRCU’s vision is focused on being part

the Disney movie “Up”, while parents will feel like being transported to

of the child’s world, being present in the most ambitious, luxurious and

the adventurous tale of Phileas Fogg.

charming decoration projects and interiors for children.

The bed can be customized to fit both boys and girls bedroom designs

With a shape of an owl, the Hoot Stool represents the spirit of nature.

with a hot air balloon décor. It also includes a sound system and color

Made with fiberglass and resin, this stool turns every kids bedroom into

changing light in the top part, useful for fun and educational activities.

a space full of personality and will help children to connect with the

The beautiful round shapes of the Cloud Collection made possible for

nature. With a touch of faux fur in the top, the hoot stool will add style

the brand to create this Dream Desk, that showcase perfectly how round

and texture to your project design, making it perfect for every nature lover.

shapes can transform a piece into art. The curved shapes of the desk will

Nodo Suspension Chair will give you the comfort you never thought

highlight even more the beauty of your kid’s room and increase their

you needed. With it’s velvet upholstery and stainless steel, this

imagination. With it’s creative compartments options this desk will

whimsical hanging chair will add to your home just the right

provide the perfect storage for all of your kid’s materials.

amount of style and elegance.

The Cloud Desk is the ideal item for a magical inspired bedroom. It’s

Inspired by the Lewis Carrol’s masterpiece, Alice in Wonderland,

original cloud shaped form has unique details that were specially made

the Booboo swing is here to exponentially upgrade your kid’s

to make homework feel like a magical adventure. The curved shapes of

bedroom design.

the desk will highlight even more the beauty of your kid’s room and

The suspended version of this delicate and luxurious sofa makes it easy

increase their imagination. With it’s compartments this desk will provide

to add to any décor or theme.

the perfect storage for all of your kid’s materials.
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COVET NYC 2.0

SHOWROOMS WE COVET

SHOWROOMS AROUND THE WORLD
Your home is a reflection of your life and your personality. And, as a true
design lover, we know you are always looking to be inspired. For that, CovetED
brings you some of the greatest showrooms at the moment, so that you can
admire the best in the interior design world.

COVET NYC BY RDD
Covet NYC opens the second and improved model floor/staging project
and office in a new luxury space in the Heart of Midtown

More than a model floor it’s a special staging project where you can find 12
luxury brands of interior design all represented by COVET HOUSE. Boca do Lobo,
DelightFULL, Brabbu, KOKET, Maison Valentina, LUXXU, Essential Home, CIRCU,
PullCast, RUG’Society, Foogo and CaffeLatte – the new one – are the brands that
together fill this space into a Luxurious DREAM HOME. CovetED is thrilled to
present you this amazing project: Classic by location, modern by design.

This collaboration is the perfect balance between
luxury and tailored-made approach by Roberto Rincon,
providing not only an opportunity for Covet House
to expand and solidify its presence in the US market
but also for Rincon to reach global recognition while
already having an international experienced team and
portfolio.
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ÉLITIS
Created in 1988, Élitis is a renowned French brand of wallpaper, decorative
fabrics and wall coverings that deserves all the prestige and recognition.
Created in 1988, Élitis is a renowned French brand of wallpaper, decorative
fabrics and wall coverings that deserves all the prestige and recognition.

With their incredible fabric designs, Élitis wants to cross the boundaries of the classic collections by combining
history with innovation and technology. The luxury design brand creates unique contemporary products and
always have an edge on the latest techniques. For example, the ‘Azzuro’ and ‘Kandy ’ wallpaper collections are a
reflection of simplicity and a return to the past, where natural materials and handcrafted techniques are valued.
The result is a textured wallpaper with vivid colours due to African influences.

Fr o m Po r t u g a l , t h e U n i t e d K i n g d o m t o Au s t r a l i a , t h r o u g h

to inspire outstanding interiors. Focused on embracing the codes

Argentina and Russia, Élitis is represented in more than 100

of haute couture, the luxury brand’s designers used the best high-

countries in the best luxur y design sho wrooms. However,

quality materials to take their imagination beyond the expectable.

they also feature their own inspiring stores in three of the

The French luxury brand is already working on a brand-new

world’s design capitals: Paris, New York and Milan. Its fabrics,

partnership with one of the best mid-century brands in Europe,

wallpapers and wall coverings are widely used in private

also known as Essential Home. The goal is to create a memorable

homes, hotels and restaurants where quality and refinement

upholstery collection with the best high-quality materials and

are valued.

craftsmanship techniques. The final result is going to be presented

With several inspiring projects spread across the world, Élitis has

at Salone Del Mobile Milano 2020, so make sure you don’t miss the

gathered some of its most sophisticated fabrics and wallcoverings

opportunity to see it for yourself!
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Coloro announced the five key colours for 2021, in this trend report we explore each colour and present you
inspirations and different ways to explore these colours in your projects.
Neutral and calm shades of green and yellow inspire a conscience in all things organic and natural. A modern
blue and neutral grey are free of gender, stimulate immersion and knowledge.
In the other end of the spectrum energizing tones like red stimulate movement and the explosion of feelings.
Inspired by actions and sensations, each colour chosen in the 2021 palette represents a stage of physical
activity and the feelings they provoke in the body. Each colour represents a step of the sport ritual and how
each hue can be used to promote physical and mental well-being.
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1. KA RTEL L FL / Y SU SP ENSION L AM P 2. LOLA BY RUG ’SOCI E T Y 3 . PARK AVENUE PREWAR APARTMENT
BY M ICH A EL K . CH EN ARCHITECTURE 4 . N º 1 BLUE CUSHI ON BY HOM E ’S SOCI E T Y

1. STA NL EY SUSPE N SI ON BY DE LI G HT FULL 2. ELIE SAAB SS20
3. E GR A P H IC COL L E CT I ON BY DE LI G HT F ULL 4 . I N CA ARM CHAI R BY BRABBU
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1. A PPL IQU E DAV ID E GR OPPI JULI E 2. PROJECT BY DMITRY BARASHKO
3. Nº1 CU SH ION BY H OME’ S SOCI E T Y 4 . BABABA M ODULAR SOFA BY JOT.JOT

TRENDBOOK

1. H A BIBIB BY R U G’SOCI E T Y 2. CRE DI TS TO T HE OWN E R 3 . GARBO BY E SSE N T I AL HOME
4 . N º 2 I I CUSHI ON BY HOM E ’S SOCI E T Y
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1. MÖOS BY R U G’ SOCIETY 2. PROJE CT BY DAN I E L ARSHAM 3 . CHAI R BY SOT TSASS ASSOCI AT I
4. N º 8 CUSHI ON BY HOM E ’S SOCI E T Y

1. R OYA L IS BY RUG ’SOCI E T Y 2. PROJECT BY AGENCE DL-M
3 . CACT U S S CU L PT U R A L BY D R OCCO & M E LLO AN D ORDOVAS 4 . ARM CHAI R BY CARLO HAUN E R AN D M ART I N E IS LE R
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1 . C R ED ITS TO TH E OW NER 2 . Y EL LOW ‘ K RE TA’ PE N DAN T LAM P BY JACOB E I LE R BAN G FOR F OG & M ØRUP, DE NM A RK
3 . S P ONGE OCCASIONA L TA BL E 4. VITRA MARIPOSA LOVESEAT IN LEMON IROKO2 BY EDWARD BARBER & JAY O S G E R BY
5. KŘE SLO M ARI POSA LOVE SE AT BY VI T RA

1. CR ED ITS TO TH E OW NE R 2. LUMINA FLO LOUNGE FLOOR LAMP BY FOSTER+PARTNERS
3 . SÃO CR ISTÓVÃO BR A ZIL IA N CONTEM PORARY G RAPHI C PAT T E RN 4 . 1 G RAPHI C COLLE CT I ON BY DE LI G HT F ULL
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1 . HIV E BY V ER PA N 2 . R EFL ECTIONS SILVE R BY ALLE G RA HI CK S 3 . T HE J HOUSE BY WOLF ARCHI T E CTS
4. VERSAILLES ARMCHAIR BY BOCA DO LOBO

TRENDBOOK

1. GA L L IA NO PENDA NT BY D ELI G HT F ULL 2. PROJE CT BY O.M .SHUM E LDA 3 . CHARLA OFFICE CHA I R BY LU X X U
4. CE LE ST I AL BOWL ON STAN D BY L’OBJE T 5 . BURBE RRY
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EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW WITH
Kenzo Takada
Kenzo Takada is quite versatile, founder of Kenzo, the designer remains
in full swing. Between collaborations in the interior design field, art
and in the creating of perfumes he still hasn’t retired. Dynamism is a
big part of his personality, and the designer, whose name has become
synonymous of fashion is one of the living witnesses to the globalization
of fashion. CovetED had the pleasure of interviewing Kenzo Takada in
Paris in the launch of his new interior design collection, K3.

I wanted to retire at the age of 60 so I left
“Kenzo
in 2000 to retire, to travel. But travel
and vacations weren’t enough for me. I needed
something exciting, an adventure. After I retired
from Kenzo I did a lot of collaborations with
several brands such as Roche Bobois and then
I realized I wanted a new brand and that’s how
I imagined K3. K3 stands for K as Kenzo and
the 3 means Enzo. If you read it together, it is
Kenzo. But 3 it is also the balance, harmony in
the Japanese culture. It is a blend of what Kenzo
really is today.

“

Kenzo was born in Japan and lives in Paris. After a long
journey in his brand, the fashion designer retired in order
to pursue his dream. In 1999, six years after selling his
eponymous brand to the LVMH group, Kenzo Takada
withdrew from the fashion world. Although he was not
completely stopped, developing exclusive collaborations
in the most varied areas, the Japanese designer confessed
us that he “missed” the work. «Twenty years ago I didn’t
want to work anymore, I wanted to travel», explained the
fashion designer, who presented his first exhibition at
Galerie Vivienne in 1970, triggering the brand’s success.
After a long time doing partnerships and collaborations
with the best interior design, cosmetic and perfume
brands, the designer ended up creating a concept interior
design brand called K3. The high-end interior design
brand was present at a Parisian home show and the new
K3 boutique in the French capital.

Kenzo was born in Japan and lives in Paris. After a long
journey in his brand, the fashion designer retired in order
to pursue his dream. In 1999, six years after selling his
eponymous brand to the LVMH group, Kenzo Takada
withdrew from the fashion world. Although he was not
completely stopped, developing exclusive collaborations
in the most varied areas, the Japanese designer confessed
us that he “missed” the work. «Twenty years ago I didn’t
want to work anymore, I wanted to travel», explained the
fashion designer, who presented his first exhibition at
Galerie Vivienne in 1970, triggering the brand’s success.
After a long time doing partnerships and collaborations
with the best interior design, cosmetic and perfume
brands, the designer ended up creating a concept interior
design brand called K3. The high-end interior design
brand was present at a Parisian home show and the new
K3 boutique in the French capital.

there’s a real work on the patterns, on the fabrics, on the colour to find harmony,
“and
I really want to bring positivity and joy through these patterns. This is why
I wanted all the furniture to be simple so they could enhance and show the
pattern properly. If you look at all the furniture they all have simple lines, very
sleek design but then the pattern has a more intricate and complex contrast.

“

Always celebrating the lifestyle, Kenzo loves to have
people at home, and in order to bring his way of living
into the house of others was the key to creating K3.
To create k3, Kenzo involved around 250 people. The
collection stands out from others: the fabrics in the
collection feature various print with vivid colours such
as magenta, as well as subtle tones such as white, and
the detailed combination of silver and black. The brand
defines itself as being “soft and poetic”. The most
challenging part of creating the brand was the time.
“everything in September, the production and everything
so we’ve had 4 months to create everything. We’re very
happy to have such a team who is so committed that
we were all able to launch k3 on time and with a very

of the collection consists of the three main concepts of majesty’s powerful and

good product”. “We started 2 years ago, there were a

monochromatic expression, the Shogun (military ruler), seen through exclusive prints

few ideas but nothing really finished. We just started

in bright colours.

the production in September. Normally we would have
wanted to launch later but everyone was expecting for

All his creations carry a ‘kintsugi’ symbol, in honour of the Japanese art of repairing

us to launch in Paris. And of course, we will work in

broken porcelain and ceramics with lacquer, mixed with powdered gold. Japan

improving the pieces”.

continues to be the biggest inspiration of the fashion designer. In k3, the designer

“ I want k3 to be very flexible and it could be able to do

used ‘Kensugi’ as a visual identity in the brand. “We’re using the Japanese culture and

any type of project.”

giving it a more modern and contemporary twist.”, the designer combines Japanese and

The brand’s first collection is based on and inspired

western aesthetics and interprets them in his own way.

by nature and the Japanese cherry blossom Sakura, as

“The idea would be to create a different universe always inspired by nature and organic

well as Maiko (geisha apprentice), with her delicate

shapes, but they would like to develop other themes because today we have 3. The idea

and refined heart, says the brand. The final inspiration

is to continue this while developing other themes.”
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EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW WITH
Studiopepe
See How Studiopepe Brings A Twist
To Contemporary Design
“We noticed there are a lot of affinities with Italy
here in Portugal, and that’s is very interesting, the
passion for Wood’s Craftsmanship, the etching
and other materials as the glass, the ceramic
and so on.” After seeing the potential beneath
the master artisans’ skills, Chiara and Arianna
found the right path to create a twistfull design
for the famous mid-century brands, Essential
Home and DelightFULL.
Being one of the leading interior design experts in Milan, Studiopepe
has been impressing the world with their creative design ideas that
blends the lines between the past and the present. In these projects
there are surely modern and futuristic concepts, but with a vintage
and mid-century touch. Passionate about the multidisciplinary side of
the design world, Arianna Lelli Mami and Chiara di Pinto founded this
incredible design studio in 2006 and since then they have become of
the Italy’s most famous designers. Beginning from solid interior design
experience and the strong emotional value of their eclectic design
research, Studiopepe has carried out styling projects and iconographic
shoot concepts for major international magazines.
From interior design projects, to product design and creative consulting
services for some of the best luxury design brands, the designers feature
a unique signature style that captures the attention of any design
lovers. For both of the Italian designers, the real beauty of designing any
type of project relies in the feeling and unique experiences that these
products will bring to the client, which for Arianna is the last step of
the designing process. “We love designing products, but also imagining
them inside an ambience, so we love all the things that contribute to
enhance those products, and for me is something innate, that I feel since
always”, enhanced Chiara di Pinto.
Arianna and Chiara always have been fascinated with the visual aesthetic
components, such as colour and shapes, since an early age, so they
always knew what was going to be their future professional path. The
Italian designers starting to work together in the Politecnico di Milano,
sharing the same vision, inspirations, ideas and strong motivation to
express their creativity and artistic “poetry”. Chiara explains that this
unique partnership “has never been something predetermined, being a
creative process, it is based on creativity and curiosity, and obviously
there is a certain synchronicity between us”. Some people considered
them as one of the most famous design couples in Milan thanks to
their synchronicity line of thoughts and ideas. “Our shared experience

contributed to create this synchronicity that it is expressed through the

experienced together, is helpful for both of us, and we can focus together

dialectics. Being in discordance is also a creative process, which means

on that, in order to convert the inspirations in a project”, said Chiara.

exchanging views and different point of views bring to a different

Behind every Studiopepe design is a story that makes that product or

result, but that result represents each step of the interesting path, done

project quite unique. All of their designing process begin with a detail

by exchanging perceptions and ideas, so it’s also a great discovering”,

or an idea that they saw in one of their famous adventures. From that

explained Arianna when questioned about their unique connection.

point Chiara and Arianna not only investigate about a specific age

Whether it is designing an interior design project or a unique product,

of history, but also debate some of their favourite details. The next

the Studiopepe duo features the same planning process for every

step is to develop something that blurs the boundaries of the real and

challenge that starts with exchanging views, from the creative aspect,

imaginary world. From their vast selection of design projects, “Out

to the product, and so on. For them the inspiration research for every

of the Blue” might be one of the most memorable ideas yet. “It was a

project is something quite natural, thanks to their incredible travelling

project dedicated to Sculptural pieces for an Art Gallery. We took the

experiences and artistic vision. “We know each other since many years

forms from an astronomical observatory, where we have been in India.

and we have a kind of shared “alphabet” of inspirations, that is very

These forms were used in ancient times to determinate the position of

useful, because , when I have in my mind something that we have

planets and solstices, and that inspired us”. This idea had the purpose

was to investigate into the relations between the light and the

visitors’ perceptions”. In other words, their creative vision doesn’t

form, through a chemical process called “Cyanotype”.

turn around a single piece, but it involves many areas of interest,

Their design philosophy is based on a conceptual approach inspired

it’s an organic vision, like it should be for any design project.

by the unexpected, and on an extensive iconographic and visionary

Studiopepe’s designs are a balanced compromise between contemporary

background, creating projects that are one of a kind. Through their

and memory that doesn’t believes in the established design trends.

careful attention to detail vision, the Studiopepe duo is able to

Arianna Lelli Mami explained that their deep design approach allows

create a unique emotional feeling in people. Arianna believes that

you to have a clearest vision about the concrete things, that later become

their creative intuition is the key to develop all the “alphabet” of

known as trends. For example, their “Manifesto” project was actually a

each single pieces and imagine them in their natural ambiences. You

Secret Club where the Italian designers had the opportunity to express

can see their incredible creative skills in Studiopepe’s “Manifesto”

their selves without barriers, in a really open way. “We discovered at

projects which are designed during the famous international

ISaloni that many people launched some Clubs, different than our, they

tradeshow, Salone Del Mobile Milano. “Although these are

focused on 70s, the Radical Architecture and so on. In this case we

demanding projects, because they are designed entirely by the

haven’t done on purpose, to launch a trend, but it was just something

Studio, they gave us more visibility and satisfaction, thanks to the

capable to satisfy us, something we really liked, and then we think if we
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result could be counter-productive. “We live in the 2020, even though I

appreciate that, then it can be appreciated by other people”, said Chiara.

appreciate those ages, we are here, and it is cool to get inspiration from

These projects feature a unique emotional charge since they truly

those years, making a re-elaborated version with a contemporary touch,

represent what they are, what they do and what they thought

as the Great Gatsby’s house, or inspiration from theatre”, enhanced

throughout the year. Some of Studiopepe’s most famous products, that

Chiara when asked about the most challenging thing about embracing

are now in the collection of famous furniture brands, resulted from a

the vintage design style.

“Manifesto” process, like the iconic neon lamps that exalt the style of

Besides Milan’s beautiful architectural patrimony, the Italian designers

the 60’s. “Our essence, that is not only about Product Design, but it’s

also found the best inspirational design ideas in details of Porto’s

also about the way to communicate those products, how you show

incredible design heritage, like the unique architectural projects or

them to the visitors, what there is in depth of each piece, as well as

the fine craftsmanship techniques. After seeing the potential beneath

the photography and so on. Maybe is 100% feminine characteristics, to

the master artisans’ skills, Chiara and Arianna found the right path to

keep all together”.

create a twistfull design for the famous mid-century brands, Essential

This vintage fascination isn’t a new thing the design life of Arianna

Home and DelightFULL.

and Chiara. They always have been influenced by the 50s thanks to

“We noticed there are a lot of affinities with Italy here in Portugal,

Milan’s exquisite architecture. Being a part of their history, the vintage

and that’s is very interesting, the passion for Wood’s Craftsmanship,

inspirations are also a big part of their work and the base of their

the etching and other materials as the glass, the ceramic and so on”,

contemporary twist concept.

highlighted Arianna. We can say that this partnership between

designers have demonstrated their affection of the mid-century style

Studiopepe and Essential Home was the perfect opportunity to establish

through their first “Manifesto” project, called Ed Visit, regarding an

bridges between the two countries with a strong heritage history.

Intimate hospitality concept and private residences. “One of these we

“Once you realize how the materials can be used, the technics, the

concluded 2 years ago, we tried to mix together Mid-century pieces,

processes, the care with which are produced, and all of the combination

original or from Gallery, with modern pieces, because we loved the

you can make, off course for creative people it is like to be in a Luna-

contrast, they got stronger each other”, said Chiara.

Park”, said Chiara di Pinto.

Creating unique mid-century collections is one of the biggest challenges

A productive brainstorming gave wings to several ideas and possibilities

that Arianna and Chiara had to faced since it is a peculiar design style

the Italian designers believe that this task was the ultimate break to

with specific lines that can easily look to something that already

showcase their Made in Italy legacy and discover Portugal’s strong

existed. One of the things that they had to avoid during their creative

craftsmanship techniques, like metal working, wood carving, porcelain,

process was to not create a scenography scenario, otherwise the final

The first time that the Studiopepe’s

hand-painted tiles and jewerly manufactory. The
ancient Portuguese crafts are a natural inspiration
source for the Studiopepe’s designers. Chiara fell in
love with the traditional Portuguese metal working
techniques because this is a craft that can give to
the product several original forms. On the other
hand, despite her fascination for the magnificent
forms and sculptural value, Arianna enjoyed the
etching technic, a classic manufacture craft that
evokes the past through its history. “All of these
elements stimulate us and we are curious to test it
in the Design with a Contemporary Twist, and this
is a positive challenge which motivates us a lot”,
she added.
After getting to know better the two mid-century
brands by visiting the backstage scenario, the
Italian designers were really amazed by the quality
of products as well as the attention to detail and
the fact all of their pieces are handmade by the best
Portuguese master artisans. These three factors
show that the two brands feature a strong character
in every step of the designing process. “It has been
really interesting observing the employers at the
factory, and their passion for Craftsmanship. We
have been influenced by their passion, because now
we’ll put them to the test”, said Arianna.
DelightFULL and Essential Home share the same
design values from the start, that is why these two
mid-century legends are always seen as the trendiest
sister brands in the industry. “We loved 20s because
they have been years which were discovered and
designed many interesting things, also modern,
but mostly only in 70s will be developed, ages that
brought Innovations, that’s why we have a kind
of connection”. Inspired by the most important
components of mid-century lifestyle, such as music,
fashion and literature, the Italian based designers
are lovers of the creative and modern concepts that
these two luxury design brands bring to our days.
This union between the designer’s talent and
the brand’s unique signature style is the perfect
representation of the contemporary twist that
Arianna and Chiara talked about before. “We have
the chance to add value toward what you already
do, that is our value”. This year, the two Italian
designers will be the thinkers and makers behind
DelightFULL and Essential Home’s mid-century
products that will be a wonderland for the world’s
design lovers!
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EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW WITH
Anne-Cécile Comar
They say the apple never falls off far from the tree,
and Anne-Cécile’s the living proof of it. Daughter of a
designer and of a mathematician, Anne-Cécile fell in
love with the purest symbioses of both: architecture.
Twenty years ago, alongside Phillipe Croisier, she
began the joyride that is Atelier du Pont’s work. The
then tiny atelier who designed bathrooms become
one of France’s most prominent architecture and
interior design studios who are responsible for quite
outstanding work.
‘’I am the daughter of a designer/architect and a mathematician.
Between both of them, I chose architecture’’
Anne-Cecille felt that design and architecture was her calling.
Anne-Cécille thinks that there’s a lot of distance between Interior
Architecture and, let’s say, conventional architecture. As a marriage
counsellor, Atelier du Pont works on reconciliation a troublesome
relationship on two branches that are very close to one another. For
Anne- Cecile, there was no other path to be chosen. The architecture
was truly her calling. Her work completely transcends the notions on
the industry. She frees herself of any paradigms attached to architecture
and design, thus allowing her on accomplishing the remarkable works
she used the world to.
‘’They complete themselves, architecture and interior architecture/
design. In France, both universes are wrongfully apart, and we work
towards unifying both of them.’’
Anne-Cécile believes Atelier du Pont works the same way as their peers.
What differences them from their esteemed counterparts is the scale
of their works. Atelier du Pont’s thorough attention to every single
detail and technicality, the materials used in the projects, their own

ingenious way of working. The fact that Anne-Cécile and her team
transports the materials used in exterior architecture onwards interiors
makes the Atelier distance itself from the remaining honourable ones.
‘’What interests us is the reconciliation between these two universes.
A global Design, per se.’’
Anne-Cécile describes Atelier du Pont’s concept as an intelligent one. A
concept that respects the surroundings of the project, nature, and the
overall feeling that the people using the space will feel. An intelligent
way of designing. Getting the job done without stepping on any toes.

‘’Our concept? Difficult question. It is the intelligence with what we face our projects.
The respect towards nature, towards the materials. Towards the clients, with the hope
they’ll feel good with it.’’
If Anne-Cécile was to describe the Atelier’s signature style, she would
say it’s contemporary with a signature je ne sais quoi. Craftsmanship
plays an uber-important role in the Atelier’s projects. The Fait a la
main adds, for Anne-Cécile, the authenticity Atelier du Pont’s always
strived for.
‘’It’s Contemporary, with an authentic je ne sais quoi. We work a lot
with craftsmen. The fact a la main is very important to us, and the
bespoke too’’
Talking about projects is always quite an interesting conversation, but
to highlight a specific one is a different challenge. Anne-Cecile spoke
with us about two ongoing ones that are particularly satisfying ones
to work on. Completely antagonistic to one another, Atelier du Pont,
and of course, Anne-Cécile, are currently developing projects with the
European Space Agency, and a rural hotel in the spectacular Menorca
Island, Spain.
Space, a broader perspective and the ever-felt dream of exploring the
deepest, darkest corners on the universe are the inevitable themes
attached to the project. A future dreamed by humanity ever since 1959.
As for the hotel in Menorca, contra the modern, futuristic approach of
the ESA, sustainability, seascape and self-discovery are the mottos of
the project. Self-sustainability was something that concerned AnneCécile and her team upon working on this project, and, as far as we can
tell, they’re doing quite the job.
‘’I’ve got several projects I’d like to talk about, like the one I’m currently
working with the ESA. (..) As for interior architecture, we’re currently
working on a marvellous rural hotel in Menorca. A magnificent site
resting by the sea.’’
The main challenges that Anne-Cécile faces in her line of duty is to
be able to experiment with different things and make them work.
Different materials, different ways of working. Matching these new
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ideas and to deliver incredible end results, that’s the
challenge that drives Anne-Cécile and all the team at
Atelier du Pont. Furthermore, when it comes to retail
design, a branch in which Atelier du Pont completely
aces, the challenges are understanding the brand, the
client and the brand’s costumers. Who they are, what
they represent, who they serve, where they are. Those
are the core questions deeply inlaid in the bedrock of
commercial design.

‘’It is fundamental to deeply understand
the client in retail design. Understand the
client, the brand and understand where
they fit in.’’
To speak about dream projects is always fascinating.
You never really expect the answer you’ll listen too. For
Anne-Cécile, her dream project would be renovating a
decrepit, old haunted house. Something with only the
essentials, nested in the urban bosom of a big city.
We finalized by asking Anne-Cécile if she could share
with us just a tiny bit of what’s on her plate right now,
and the inevitable ESA and the Menorca Island hotel
were on the tip of her tong. These two projects are
spiking the curious minds of the design lovers scattered
all over the world (ours included), and we ended with
tremendous expectations towards them.
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APOTHEOSIS | DESK: W 220 cm | D 83 cm | H 75 cm

WALTZ | BOOKCASE: W 134 cm | H 200 cm | D 52 cm

CHARLA | OFFICE CHAIR: H 103 cm | L 70 cm | D 70 cm

EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW WITH
Carlo Donati
The Italian studio’s work is mostly focused on different
types of interior design projects that highlight the
power of fine craftsmanship techniques. Surrounded
with one of the world’s best craftsmanship culture,
this brand-new furniture collection with Essential
Home and DelightFULL was the perfect opportunity
to combine two of his many passions: craftsmanship
and a modern approach of the mid-century style.

As you know, Italy is one of the most important design capitals in
today’s industry, thanks to its rich history and beautiful architectural
landmarks. Hosting some of the best interior design events, the
beautiful city of Milan is also the hometown of some of the world’s
top interior designers, such as the Italian legend, Carlo Donati. Most
of his design projects have been published in the international press,
such as the most influential interior design magazines and books of
architecture in Italy and all over the world.
Whether it is residential design, villa or even commercial projects the
Italian design studio has become one of the most renowned experts
not only in Italy, but also worldwide.

It’s founder, Carlo Donati

was born in Zibello (Parma) in 1965 and studied architecture at the
Politecnico of Milan where he graduated in 1992. Passionate about the
world of design and all of its creative possibilities, Carlo has featured
a strong aesthetic and sense of beauty from a young age. “Memories
of details in my friends’ houses or in hotels during family vacations
have monopolized my imagination since early childhood. Since then,
beauty to me represented a matter of proportions, colors and details”,
he explained.
During his twenties the Italian designer started working for historic
architectural firms in Milan, such as Studio BBPR and Gregotti. A
few years later, in 1995, Carlo Donati moved to New York to be the
consultant architect of one of the most famous luxury design groups in
the world, also known as Versace. “Though his style was different from
mine and rather decorative, I found his creativity and taste for colours
very inspiring.” During that time, the Italian interior designer was
challenged with the renovation of Gianni Versace’s townhouse and the
historic Vanderbilt Mansion, the main flagship store on Fifth Avenue.
After working as consultant for Gianni Versace, the Italian firm
worked on the image or other distinguished brands, like Aldo Coppola,
Liberty of London, Linea più- A2A, Stybiella and Colefax & Fowler.
Currently, the Studio Donati is the responsible of the artistic direction
of the Slowear fashion brand and they are developing the new retail
concept and design of several stores and showrooms not only across

Italy, but also worldwide.

contaminate the design with details which can be both precious or

In 1996, Donati decided to create not only his own firm “Carlo Donati

low-cost budget but always elegant and peculiar creating unexpected

Studio”, but also the “Farnese Contract” with Adriano Donati and

contrast.” His most recent inspirations were the famous Korean movie

Massimo Avanzini, that operates as a general contractor, working

called “Parasite” by Bong Joon-ho that won the 2020 Oscar.

with the most successful design studios. “In every project I design

In every design project, no matter the style (contemporary, mid-

custom made furniture, both for residential or retail projects, because

century or modern), Carlo Donati’s minimalist approach is always

I believe that each work requires a special attention to furniture

contaminated by chromatic and graphic suggestions inspired by the

details”, explained the Italian designer.

theme chosen in the planning process. “If I think about all the projects

With a peculiar contemporary signature style that features deep roots

we did, the best results always came from a synergy and a strong

in the past, Donati loves to search for inspiration in the architectural

feeling with the client. This friction can be a source of creativity and

landmarks and and Italian design references of the post war modernism

can bring us to better solutions”, said the interior designer. Obsessed

(like Gio Ponti, Osvaldo Borsani, Franco Albini), as well as the magic

with perfection and attention to every detail, the Italian designer

abstract scenography by Bob Wilson, the interiors in Stanley Kubrick’s

loves to use both artificial and natural light to emphasize volumes and

or Quentin Tarantino’s movies. In the world where the guidelines

perspectives of his design project.

are timeless elegance and strong character, the designer likes “to

For Carlo Donati, every project is unique, so it’s important to include
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in the design unique furniture ideas, specially tailored
to each interior. With a career filled with some of the
world’s most inspiring designs, Carlo shares a special
care for two of his projects. “I think the projects that
are most representative of our work are the villa LA
modern and Loft A.” The first one is a brand-new
construction that perfectly their sense of proportions,
careful choices of the materials, use of light, a revisited
modernist approach. As for the Loft A design, this was
800 sqm renovation that is still very innovative both
for the use of materials and for the interpretation of
the layout.
The Italian design studio is currently working on a
new residential building with luxury apartments and
utilities in Milan downtown. “I believe it’s important
to be very updated on the actual trends of industry
but at the same time to be able to work on different
tracks out of the mainstream in order to anticipate

new trends, be original and try in our little field to be some kind

For those of you who don’t know, Portuguese craftmanship has a well-

of disruptive”, enlightened Carlo Donati. His constant research for

known old tradition specially in relation with cork that is a light and

new material solutions and the attention for the chromatic palette is

resistant material and moreover an example of recyclable and sustainable

what makes his design projects so exclusive.

energy. The hand-painted ceramic tiles and textile manufacturing are also

Besides creating unique interior design projects, the Carlo Donati

a huge part of the country’s artistic culture.

studio entered the world of furniture design production with the

The Italian designer has grown up surrounded with one of the world’s

presentations of two incredible collections: “Reloaded” collection and

best craftsmanship culture, so with this brand-new furniture collection

another one that was the result of the exclusive partnership with the

Carlo Donati could combine two of his many passions: craftsmanship

renowned Italian artist Petrus. Both of these designs were introduced

and a modern approach of the mid-century style. “Designing for Essential

at Fuorisalone Milan 2018 and 2019, respectively. Currently, they are

Home is a challenge I took up with enthusiasm because it gives me the

working with a brand-new collection for the famous European mid-

opportunity to work on one of my favourite styles and moods which is the

century modern design brands, Essential Home and DelightFULL.

mid-century modern reloaded with new cues and materials”, he explained.

Passionate about the lines of the mid-century design lines, Carlo

According to Donati, this partnership was the perfect opportunity

Donati believes that this era was the period of time period where

to combine great tradition of the master artisans, through the finest

elegance and lightness were reference points, so the inspiration

Portuguese craftsmanship culture, with a more Mediterranean mood. His

for his new furniture collection wasn’t hard to find. “I absolutely

main goal with this mid-century collection was to introduce “lightness,

believe that it will be a fundamental reference in the luxury

sixties patterns, some kind of ‘joie de vivre’- very Italian. Like the

design since we’re talking about timeless elegance.” For the Italian

atmosphere in ‘La dolce vita’ -Federico Fellini’s masterpiece.” This is might

designer, Essential Home is a brand that combines the Portuguese

be one of the most memorable collections ever created by the amazing

craftsmanship culture with a contemporary style.

Carlo Donati, don’t you think?
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PROJECTS WE COVET

OUTSTANDING PROJECTS BY
CovetED is always looking for the best interior design projects in the world. Therefore, we select the best of the best. In this issue, you can find two projects around the
world, from Russia to the US. We hope you feel inspired, and that you enjoy these
projects as much as we do. Different in style, but equal in luxury.

ART DECO HOUSE IN MOSCOW DISTRICT
Marina Braginska
Located in the village of Molodoleno, near Moscow, there is an Art-Deco house designed
by Marina Braginska, a well-known interior designer from Russia. Atelier Interior is a design
studio owned by the designer, which works in a variety of styles, depending on the customers’
preferences. Inside this amazing home, Marina created a cinema room, fully furnished by BRABBU.
The clients were expecting a house in a classic American style;
however, Marina was not sure about it. When asking them about
their film preferences and building references, she was able to truly
understand the type of design they were looking for – Art Deco, which
combined modern themes with fine craftsmanship and rich materials.
Although her studio offers versatility, Marina has her remarkable
signature, which is possible to recognise through big bold paintings
in the interior decoration, as well as in bright textiles and in the
use of colour.
The designer offered to decorate the house with a soft modern approach,
always emphasising the airiness of the space.
The house has two main floors, a basement, and an attic. The first floor
has a kitchen, the dining room,

two offices, and a guest bathroom,

while on the second floor there is a bedroom, the children’s room, two
bathrooms, and a dressing room.
The living room full of natural light gives special attention to its beautiful
features and textures. Two inviting sofas around the centre table feel
comfortable near a marble fireplace. In the dining room, the graceful lighting
awakes the senses and offers a space to enjoy a delicious family meal.
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Two sophisticated offices with strategically furnishing and inspiring art
will, for sure, be a great space to work at home and increase creativity.
It perfectly reflects the style of the house and promotes the inviting
environment of the other house divisions.
In the bedrooms, Marina used delicate shades and unusual textiles.
The bathroom area is small, but the designer visually enlarged it: she
hung a huge mirror over the sink, and at the opposite side she trimmed
the wall with glossy marble - they are gently reflected in each other.

CONTEMPORARY PENTHOUSE IN CALIFORNIA
by Benning Design Constructions
The penthouse designed by Benning Design Construction has a stunning view of the city of
Sacramento and BRABBU makes a statement in the main area of this house. The build-company
was created by father and son that originated from two of Sacramento’s established and
successful interior design and construction firms.
This penthouse was created with a comfortable contemporary aesthetic.
“Citified with a bit of glamour” was the mantra – and it was a huge challenge
for the designers. The highest priority in this interior design was to allow
the sight to remain free and able to speak for itself. In order to still be able
to provide an interesting design element, products were intentionally kept
either low to the ground or high to the ceiling.
Upon entering the penthouse, the immediate focal point is a bold bronze
sculpture at the window, drawing the eye to the glass and beyond. The
entryway features a bronze stainless steel and wood console against a
backdrop of precious stone. The walls and ceilings were given a faux finish
of metallic woven, grass-cloth texture, bringing an element of glamour
and drama. The house is glass-surrounded and to avoid issues with glare,
every lighting element is dimmable and soft. HORUS suspension light from
BRABBU crowns the great room with a hint of European sensibility. The
shape of this product has the perfect height as it hugs the ceiling, providing
glamourous detail while not blocking the view.
HORUS Suspension Light promises to be a reference in any modern interior
design. In this penthouse, it is amazing how the product embraces the room
and gives it the contemporary touch that the designers were looking for.
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The house is glass-surrounded and to avoid issues with glare, every lighting

To contrast the linear aspects of the great room, a large irregularly-

element is dimmable and soft. HORUS suspension light from BRABBU

shaped sectional was employed. The sectional provides flexible

crowns the great room with a hint of European sensibility. The shape of this

seating with opportunity for both internal and external views,

product has the perfect height as it hugs the ceiling, providing glamourous

conversation, or reading. It was paired with two iconic Mario Bellini

detail while not blocking the view. Featuring a structure in matte black

lounge chairs that provide an elegant vibe to space. The great room

lacquered brass and shades in crackle glass, this chandelier creates the grand

is anchored by a 20’ round wool rug, which also serves to establish a

reveal over this fierce living room.

separate area within the larger scope of the space.

Moving into the dining room, individual pendants adorn the split
dining table. The custom dining table top became a true piece of art. It
showcases a laser-cut brass panel with a map of Sacramento, the client’s
hometown, speaking to his passion for maps and adding another layer
of dimension and interest.
The designers wanted to give the house a special touch, with the
tastes, preferences, and memories of the clients. For this, in the Master
bedroom, an art piece was hung above the bed, blending a lifetime of
poems, photographs, and song lyrics into a visual representation of a
classic love story.

Adjacent to this art piece is a full-size print of the client’s own
photography, backlit and custom-framed to add personality to a room
full of exquisite art. A collection of outstanding pieces, that would make
any art collector proud, complete this couple’s penthouse.
By taking into consideration customers’ preferences, Benning Design
Constructions created a perfect house for a weekend getaway with
stunning city views and relaxing spaces.
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BOOKS WE COVET

THE MOST COVETED BOOKS IN
THE INTERIOR DESIGN WORLD
CovetED brings you the IT books on interior design that deserve to be in your home
shelf. The books we chose will help you think differently about design, and providing
inspiration for your next design project.

requirements of a domestic space with often large scale visual art,
sculpture, and installation pieces. Since 2015, Francis Sultana has
ranked consecutively on the ‘AD100’. This exclusive annual list,
published by the U.S. edition of Architectural Digest, features 100
of the world’s best architects and designers. He is the go-to interior

Francis Sultana: Design & Interiors

designer for international collections, and his studio is currently
working on projects around the world.

This book, investigating Francis Sultana’s work as an interior
designer, celebrates the 10th anniversary of his eponymous London
studio and highlights an important professional achievement.
Francis Sultana’s book celebrates the 10th anniversary of his career
to date, as well as celebrating the designers and artists that have
inspired him throughout his life. Where you will find the complete
spectrum of his work, from his professional beginnings to his
signature furniture collections plus the array of sumptuous domestic
spaces he has masterminded for tastemakers and business titans in
landmark buildings around the world.
Born in 1971, Francis Sultana is a London-based interior and furniture
designer that is known for his unique ability to merge the residential
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through an exploration of materiality, colour, forms and an intuitive
juxtaposition of contemporary and vintage, architectural and organic,
graphic and instinctual, that Kelly Wearstler curates a wealth of

KELLY WEARSTLER: Evocative Style

experiences into every space. She is internationally recognized with
distinctive design awards and numerous publications in magazines

“For her first book in ten years, Kelly Wearstler continues to push

such as Elle Decor, Vogue, House & Garden, House Beautiful, and

boundaries with her inventive and opulent interiors, here inviting

The New Yorker.

readers into her latest creations including her newly designed home.”
Evocative style is a must for other designers and homeowners
looking for elegant design inspiration and ideas. Here Kelly Wearstler
shares her creative world, profiling in detail her latest residential
and commercial designs, and her sumptuous new San Francisco
Proper Hotel, as well as her creative process. A book full of ideas and
beautiful images never photographed before.
Kelly Wearstler is an American interior designer that offers experiential
residential, hospitality, commercial and retail environments as
well as expansive collections of lifestyle product designs. It’s due
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HOTELS WE COVET

TOP LUXURY HOTELS TO DISCOVER
CovetED chose some of the best and luxury hotels in the world, looking ahead
at what it predicts to shape the luxury boutique experience in the coming year.
From incredible architecture and conscience-free cuisine to dispersed hotels
and ultimate relaxation methods, the choices are countless. In order to improve
your travelling, we bring you some suggestions based on some of the best
hotels we’ve stayed.

SHANGRI LA HOTEL
Paris, France

As you arrive at Shangri-La Hotel, Paris, its elegant façade brings to mind its
legacy as the former home of Napoleon Bonaparte’s grandnephew, Prince Roland
Bonaparte. Attentive staff and a pleasantly discreet check-in ensure that you
receive the royal treatment right from the start..
A Parisian landmark since the nineteenth century, when

poncey and guests will find themselves able to relax

it was built in 1896 as the home of French imperial

as soon as they walk through the doors. Of the three

Prince Roland Bonaparte (nephew to Napoleon), the

restaurants, two are Michelin-starred (including Shang

Shangri-La Paris is perhaps the most grand of the

Palace, the only Michelin-starred Chinese restaurant in

group’s portfolio. A five-minute stroll to the Seine, the

France), but a trip to the Le Bar Botaniste is a must

Eiffel Tower is just across the river and over half of the

for its rare botanical spirits and absinthe fountain (if

hotel’s 100 rooms (and even some bathtubs) are privy to

you dare).

her presence in the windows.

In your room, commanding views of the Eiffel Tower

Despite the palatial interiors (a gold, cream and duck-egg

and the River Seine hold you transfixed. The old-world

blue palette decorate the rooms), the atmosphere isn’t

elegance of the room, lovingly adorned with the fine
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work of craftsmen, is mirrored in the city that lies just below.
Here in the heart of Paris, the exclusive fashion designers on Avenue
Montaigne and Avenue George V are just around the corner, waiting for
your attention.
For now, you’re in the mood for a light meal, and La Bauhinia is the just
place for it. The exquisite glass cupola and Murano chandelier reflect the
elegance of the meals prepared at the restaurant. On the other hand, you
could savour the Cantonese cuisine at the renowned first Shang Palace
in Europe, which earned 1 Michelin star in the Michelin Guide.

With your hunger satisfied and spirit invigorated, it’s time to immerse
yourself in the City of Lights. The Nektar, Le Bar’s signature cocktail,
is just the pick-me-up needed to start you off. Embark on a culinary
voyage at L’Abeille, the hotel’s French gastronomic restaurant, which
received 2 stars in the Michelin Guide, to finish off your day.

SOFITEL PARIS LE FAUBOURG
Paris, France

CovetED had the pleasure of experiencing the sophisticated elegance of SOFITEL
PARIS LE FAUBOURG. The décor beautifully embodies the Parisian spirit, with its
couture and theatrical atmosphere. Chic and artsy, the hotel has everything.
As the first international luxury hotel brand to

Sofitel Hotels & Resorts is an ambassador for modern

originate in France, Sofitel Hotels & Resorts is a

French style, culture around the world. Founded in

renowned ambassador for French style and Art de

1964, Sofitel is the first international luxury hotel

Vivre. In celebration of the brand’s anniversary and

brand to originate in France, with more than 120

heritage, Sofitel is launching a new global brand

elegant and notable hotels in the most sought after

campaign that goes deeper into French roots. “Living

destinations in the world. Sofitel exudes a refined and

the French way”, the promise of his campaign, pays

discreet feeling of modern luxury, always mixing a

homage to Sofitel’s French origin, demonstrating the

touch of French sophistication with the best of the

eternal seduction of the French style and reinforcing

locality. The Sofitel collection includes notable hotels

the brand’s time-honoured position as ambassador for

such as Sofitel Paris Le Faubourg, Sofitel London

French art de Vivre around the world.

St James, Sofitel Munich Bayerpost, Sofitel Rio de
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Janeiro Ipanema, Sofitel Washington DC Lafayette Square, Sofitel
Sydney Darling Harbor and Sofitel Bali Nusa Dua Beach Resort.
The hotel, located in the heart of Paris and between the highly elegant
Faubourg Saint-Honoré and the mythical Champs-Elysées avenue has
a fashion atmosphere and is signed by the incredible designer Didier
Gomez with his glamourous vision of the Parisian style, inspired by
Haute Couture.
Modern and luxurious travellers are invited to eat, sleep, enjoy,
travel, stay, celebrate and Live the French Way at our Sofitel Hotels
and Resorts through the brand’s passions for design, gastronomy, art
& culture and well-being. Upon arrival, guests are greeted in French
by Sofitel staff, wearing tailor-made designs, created by Parisian
stylist, Léa Peckre.

We stayed in the Luxury Room, an incredible suite with vintage
mirrors, reflecting the glossy dresses in Cecil Beaton’s photographs
for Vogue. Light plays off hanging crystals and luxurious materials.
The hotel also has Premium rooms, the haute couture elegance of
Luxury Rooms is enhanced by a charming living area. A refined palette
of grey, ivory and frosty blue combines with the sophistication of the
space and its outlook over the beautiful, tranquil Rue Boissy d’Anglas.
Junior Suite, Artworks and haute couture style express the unique
spirit of Faubourg Saint-Honoré. Plays on materials, along with
grey, black and white patterns, lend an ultra-trendy tone. Gleaming
golds and brilliant chrome hues bring warmth. COLLECTION
SUITE, Didier Gomez has created a modern space inspired by the
salon of a fashion house, where each element plays with sensation

and seduction. The 18th-century armchair in black foal leather, grey
velvet cushions, lime-green silk cushions, the bold, biomorphic curves
of the table, the marble wall in the bathroom.
The elegant Blossom restaurant offers a chic and natural table, as
gourmet as attentive to well-being. Blossom is a table for nature
lovers who are seeking a new lifestyle. In this extraordinary garden,
the vegetable flourishes to the plate under the expert hands of head
chef Alexandre Auger and pastry chef Shereen.

Fragrances and aromas joyfully carry a healthy and hedonistic
cuisine, blending virtues and pleasures along with the seasons:
crudités, salads bursting with vibrant colours, homemade broths,
bucolic or urban style dishes, gourmet desserts, not to forget the
wine, elixirs and essences menu combining virtues of organic and
charm of authenticity.
ALEXANDRE AUGER is the mastermind behind this incredible
restaurant: In the kitchen, a dynamic and young duo trained for
great cuisine dares to break codes, always looking for changing
tastes and new needs of hosts: Chef Alexandre Auger and Pastry
Chef Shereen Khelif.
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VILA VITA PARC
Algarve, Portugal

CovetED presents the amazing and exquisite behind-the-scenes of Vila Vita
Parc, one of Portugal’s most precious luxury hotels and one of the most stunning
hospitality designs in Portugal (and worldwide). In these exclusive interviews,
discover everything about the experienced team that we’re about to unveil! From
the wine cellar team to the restaurant’s chef or the head of the customer service,
step inside the usually unknown world of the luxury hotel.

António Pinto – Wine Cellars Team
Many people don’t know the existence of this
fabulous place that makes part of Villa Vita’s
incredible history. Also known as “A Cave de Vinhos”,
this special place is where you will find the best wine
qualities to complement the luxury experience at
this incredible resort in the south of Portugal. Wine
tasting, personalized service, personalized dinner
for the guests and incredible tours through the wine
house facilities are some of the main activities that
you will have the chance to experience in Villa Vita’s
incredible Wine House.

“I joined Villa Vita on March 15, 1998, and the “Cave de Vinhos” was finished in
May 1998. I started by helping in the replacement of bottles and the organization of
spaces, and later things developed and I ended up working in this inspiring place
where guests can not only experience this delicacy but also know everything about
wine, which is one of the great pillars of Portuguese culture.”
Originally from the small village of Resende in the region of Lamego
(which is in the north region of Portugal), António Pinto started his
journey at the incredible Villa Vita as a simple waiter but he was
always passionate about the Portuguese wine culture. After working
in Switzerland for several years in the field of restoration, António
Pinto thought that it was time to return to his home country. Later
on, when he enters the Villa Vita team, António Pinto decided to
know the history and the process of winemaking through a 10 months
course on one school specialized in restoration.
“My passion for wine began in my childhood when I helped my
grandfather at the time of the grape harvest to clean the traditional
pip. From the grape harvest to the grape picking, all this was what
made me fall in love with this area.” This inspiring White House
started as a simple storage space for the resort’s incredible wine
collection in 1998, and today it is considered one of the best parts of
Villa Vita’s luxury experience.

They have some of the best wine collections in the world, and about
70 percent of them correspond to wines created in Portugal. Besides
this incredible selection, the Vila Vita’s amazing wine house also
features some of the best wine qualities from France, California,
Spain, Italy, among other places.
“I would say that 90% of the guests want to know the good Portuguese
wines. As you know, our wines are recognized worldwide for their
excellent quality, so when they visit this magnificent place, people
want to know and experience the good national wines since having
excellent quality for the price set.”
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Daniela Luz – Yoga Instructor
Originally from the beautiful city of Lagoa in Algarve, Daniela

a bit of the world. Before my definitive return to Portugal, I decided to take

has travelled throughout the world where she had the chance to

a long trip through Asia for a year to learn about its culture.”

experience different cultures and customs. When she moved back

The passion for Yoga is something that accompanied Daniela

to Portugal, she later had the opportunity to join the Villa Vita

throughout her life. “The curiosity to go further and connect with

Spa team. Besides working the Vila Vita’s health club, Daniela

the body, mind, and spirit, came to me very early when, as a child, I

is dedicated to the spa’s yoga activities, where the guests can

was looking for something more. At the age of 17, I started to read

experience incredible yoga lessons, meditation, and Pilates.

about meditation in books and magazines and realized that yoga

“Although I was born here in Lagoa, in the Algarve, I lived outside the

could help me get there. I started to practice yoga in one of the first

country until four years ago. I had the opportunity to live in Australia for

centres in the region which was located in Portimão, 15 years ago

five years, but I also stayed in Italy and Mozambique, so I can say that I’m

and at that time yoga was not a very common topic.”

The passion for Yoga is something that
accompanied Daniela throughout her life. “The
curiosity to go further and connect with the
body, mind, and spirit, came to me very early
when, as a child, I was looking for something
more. At the age of 17, I started to read about
meditation in books and magazines and
realized that yoga could help me get there.
I started to practice yoga in one of the first
centres in the region which was located in
Portimão, 15 years ago and at that time yoga
was not a very common topic.”

Daniela believes that yoga is one of the greatest secrets to
experiencing a positive life experience because it is a way to have
a clear mind and spirit, something that will later help you to face
the biggest obstacles or problems with a positive perspective. “My
mission is to make the person self-meet and connect more with
the body, heart, and mind“, enhanced the yoga instructor.

Isaurinda Pires – Mizu Restaurant Chef
Isaulinda is a chef at the Mizu Restaurant in Vila Vita Parc, and she
works there since 2001. According to Isaulinda, Vila Vita has been
constantly evolving. “One of the good things that Vila Vita has is
the organization of training lessons for the workers, which allows
us to be in constant evolution.” Sushi is their strong suit within
the Mizu restaurant. They work with high-quality products and
are always receiving amazing feedback from their customers. They
are definitely at the right track.

“The world of cooking is not easy, but I give
myself completely to the kitchen, I am very
pleased to be able to give the customers food
that will satisfy them.”
According to Isaulinda, it’s very important that the entire
team works in the same direction. But for that, there must be
affirmation and the certainty of what you want. It’s not only
necessary to know how to cook, but also it’s very important to
listen, respect and work.

Lukas Neves – The House Bar’s Bartender
Lukas Neves is a bartender at the House Bar at Vila Vita Parc and he
has been working there for 6 years. According to Lukas, when he was
younger, the world of the hotel business never fascinated him. But
what once started just for fun, soon began to be a passion. He took
a course at the hotel school and started to work at Vila Vita when he
was 18 years old.
Vila Vita has become Lukas’ second home and they are open all year.
Their priority is the bar and they consider their cocktail bar unique.
His focus has changed in the last few years, for Lukas, the cocktail
presentation is very important and it sells as much as a beautiful dish.

“I consider the service and hospitality more important
than the cocktail itself. The cocktail may be incredible,
but what really remains is the experience.”

According to Lukas, a lot of people ask themselves if it’s really
worth it, and he explains that is totally worth it because it’s a
luxury experience and for him, that is what really remains.
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Márcio Baltazar – Pastry Chef
Márcio Baltazar is a Pastry Chef at Vila Vita Parc, that stands out

origin, in a way or another.

through his amazing creations within the bakery and pastry industry.

In order to embellish and create the perfect dessert, there are many

On the context of his work in the Hotel, Márcio focuses mainly

factors that the chef must keep in mind, such as the “visualization of

on “giving the client a tasteful and original experience, because I

every ingredient and baking process whether on paper or inside my

don’t follow trends, and I don’t like to create them”. He’s able to

mind”. Márcio thinks that that’s one of the most important things to

create the most exquisite and eccentric items that will leave you

consider due to the opportunity of the “reinvention within a classical

absolutely breathtaking. That happens due to his “creative process

item”. To reinvent within the industry, you have to think that “nothing

because there’s always an original source. It can be a challenge or

is defined by nature, we can create something and then it turns out

even something that’s spontaneous that comes up!”

absolutely different”.

Although the pastry chef has created many incredible items, with

To get to this stage in his life, Márcio Baltazar shares a “massive passion

different styles and concepts, “at the moment there’s a need to

for bakery and pastry”. “I started to work as a bartender in a restaurant,

invest in the classical and traditional concept of desserts, and

and meanwhile I applied to a kitchen course. Then, I easily realized that

through that, I eventually end up influencing others”. And with

I really wanted to be a pastry chef, due to its connection to architecture

a menu full of different flavours, there’s something that Márcio

and paintwork”. On his daily routine at Vila Vita Parc, we take his works

makes sure it stays, and that is Portuguese elements on the menu.

very seriously, to create the most amazing desserts, that is “according to

“I always make sure to produce items that have some Portuguese

how I’m feeling, according to what I want to do”.

Mariana Soares – Oásis Bar Bartender
Meet Mariana Soares, the friendly bartender within the Oásis Bar
of Hotel Vila Vita Parc. Before her new life stage at this position,
everything began in Leiria, her hometown, where she luckily “chose the
training for Restaurant and Bar, and then my love for it instantly grew”.
First, she was interested in the art of making sophisticated cocktails
due to the “adrenaline I felt while making them”. She started on the
Restaurant industry, but after a while, she realized that the industry
was “a choreographed dance” and that the bar industry was “constantly
a new day because you never know what you’re going to get, every day

about the smile, and about the welcome greetings”.

you meet different people”.

Through her experience as a bartender in Vila Vita Parc, she learns to

First, she was “an introvert person, so this position was very important

love and appreciate the selling action with the customers. “I like to talk

for my development because I began to feel more comfortable”. With

to the clients, at the bar we have time to have a real talk, to play a little”.

this position, she “grew with much more confidence”, although she says

She personally takes interest in interacting with children because she

that this is not an easy industry and that everyone must be sure when

likes to “interact with children, and the parents take that in absolute

pursuing this line of work. Thanks to her growth, she is able to establish

consideration, with the bespoke details I’m able to reflect on the service.

a bespoke relationship with her clients, “it’s a Portuguese way, it’s all

It’s all about simplicity and kindness”!

Roberto Venturinha – Head Of Customer Service
Presenting Roberto Venturinha, the Head of Customer Service,

work in the reception area. “When I was very young, I started to

which means that he’s responsible for everything to function

work at the reception, and it was always a challenge for me to satisfy

perfectly when the guests arrive at Vila Vita Parc. “I’m responsible

everyone. Not only unveiling the best that Portugal has to offer, but

for everything when it comes to guests, travel agencies and personal

it was also an attraction to satisfying guests in that way”. The Head

assistant’s needs. We prepare a customized itinerary for the guest

of Customer Services aims to please on a daily basis, therefore he’s

upon his arrival, taking into consideration their requests, from the

constantly looking to learn and search in order to improve.

most normal to the most original”.

As far as guests’ requests go, Roberto Venturinha states that “The

Roberto lives in Algarve since 1988 and has been working on the

boat rides in Algarve are the most requested experience, from the

hospitality business for all his life. For six years, he has been working

luxury yacht to the most modest boats, in order to explore the

on this Hotel’s department that requires a “lot of knowledge, many

magnificent caves”. He also speaks about the importance of the

contacts within the region, in order to satisfy the guests’ requests.

contact guests must have with some incredible places such as

From restaurant reservations, spa, golf, transfers, helicopters and

“Monchique and Silves, which are out of the litoral area. Normally

private planes”.

I advise them on the thermal places of Monchique, as well as

His love for hospitality began when he was very young, through his

restaurants in the area”.
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THE PENINSULA PARIS
Paris, France

For centuries, Royals, aristocrats and ye have flocked to Paris for special
occasions. But, with as many love-tourist (if we can coin a phrase) that can
be found in the French capital at any given time, the number of things to do
and places to stay at is equally overwhelming. That being said, there is one
experience that truly stands out head and shoulders above the rest.

Affectionately referred to as the Grande Dame of Paris,

of service has created a very special experience. Paris

the Peninsula Hotel (formally the Hotel Majestic) has

might be a very vibrant city by day but she truly

become a landmark of style and refinement. But above

comes alive in all her magnificence at night. Sure, you

all, it offers one of the best locations available in Paris

can stroll the banks, pushing through the crowds. Or,

with virtually every monument a stone’s throw away.

you could let the Peninsula Paris make your special

Well, this very special hotel, with its very special level

evening that much more special.

There are hotels that have souls. Beyond a meticulous decoration to

success of the Glorious Revolution. The sovereign, welcomed in

the last detail, impeccable attention and exclusive services, there are

1868 by Napoleon III and his wife, Eugenia de Montijo, renamed the

establishments that manage to transmit to their guest’s sensations

Basiliewski hotel with the name of the Palace of Castile and made it

that go beyond the material; that make those who stay under their

his home, where he lived until his death in 1904.

roof feel that the place has been a witness and part of history.

Four years after his death, in 1908, the palace would open its doors,

One of them is The Peninsula Paris, a hotel located at number 19

now as a Majestic hotel, hosting the most select of European society,

avenue Kléber, in the heart of the French capital, which has just been

until the outbreak of the First World War altered its placid existence.

recognized by the World Travel Awards, the Oscars of tourism, as

It was transformed into a hospital for a few months and later

the best luxury hotel 2020. However, this refined five-star modernist

resumed hotel activity, welcoming again clients from all over the

palace in the elegant 16th district hides some secrets that make it

world. Among them, war correspondents like Azorín, who from here

something special.

wrote some of his chronicles.

Built-in 1864 by a Russian diplomat, The Peninsula Paris was for

The Peninsula Paris is a joint venture between Katara Hospitality and

36 years the official residence of Elizabeth II in her exile after the

The Hongkong and Shanghai Hotels, Limited (HSH). The P e n i n s u l a
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sits in the heart of Paris within walking distance
of some of the world’s most famous monuments,
museums and luxury shopping districts. The
Peninsula houses 200 luxurious rooms, including
86 suites. Inspired by Haute Couture, the theme
suites at The Peninsula Paris hotel – some of
the French capital’s most spacious and the
world’s most highly customized – are veritable
showcases of French heritage and savoir-faire.
Paris’ youngest ‘Palace’-certified hotel has put
together an exclusive night-time tour of the city
from the comfort of their custom Rolls-Royce
Phantom. Your evening starts off with a glass
of champagne at the Trocadero. From here, you
will be taken to the Eiffel Tower after which
you will travel to the iconic Pont Alexandre III
where the views of the Place des Invalides and
the world-famous Le Grand Palais are simply to
die for!

As indicated by the hotel chain, The Historic Suite “transports

Kléber terrace -the largest closed terrace in Paris- that offer from

guests in time to memorable places in the Paris of the 1850s.” In

French and international cuisine to Chinese, delighting the most

addition, to add a contemporary touch to the design, the suite

demanding customers.

features bronze and aluminium sculptures by Nathalie Decoster

The luxury of the hotel is reflected in other details such as the spa, the

and paintings by the artist Deçan.

hotel pool, the amenities for the little ones and even for the pets.

Marble and mosaics, frescoed ceilings, wood-panelled walls,

With uninterrupted views of the glittering Eiffel Tower and the Sacré-

spectacular stained glass windows and statues in an exquisite

Coeur of Montmartre, this exceptionally private space takes a ‘romantic

setting are some of the details that stand out from a decoration

dinner under the stars’ to a whole new level. Other than the otherworldly

that cannot be blamed.

views and fantastic food, the dinner includes wine pairings devised by

It has six restaurants, among which l’Oiseau Blanc and the

the hotel’s sommelier as well as personalized butler service.
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RESTAURANTS WE COVET

THE WORLD’S FINEST LUXURY RESTAURANTS
CovetED chose some of the best and luxury hotels in the world, looking ahead
at what it predicts to shape the luxury boutique experience in the coming year.
From incredible architecture and conscience-free cuisine to dispersed hotels
and ultimate relaxation methods, the choices are countless. In order to improve
your travelling, we bring you some suggestions based on some of the best
hotels we’ve stayed.

LiLi RESTAURANT
Paris, France
Just steps from the Arc de Triomphe at the top of the
Champs-Élysées, the elegant Peninsula Paris is home
to LiLi, one of the most striking Chinese restaurants
anywhere in Europe, let alone France
Since opening in 2014, it has gained a reputation as one of the
French capital’s most glamorous dining rooms, while the Art
Nouveau building that houses The Peninsula is one of Paris’
see-and-be-seen spots.
At LiLi, the hotel’s elegant Cantonese restaurant, guests can
savour festive dishes created by Chef Dicky To in a chic setting
inspired by a Chinese opera theatre. Under the splendid dome
inspired by an opera scene in Shanghai, enjoy a cocktail with

sum was impeccable – notably the lobster, asparagus and caviar

sparkling colours, experience Cantonese gourmet food with

dumpling. To finish, sago and mango pudding was authentic

friends or live a romantic moment with your loved one within

and familiarly tasty.. LiLi clearly lives up to its reputation and

the alcoves, decorated with fine lace paper cut panels with

could easily give fine Cantonese dining restaurants in Hong

dreamlike patterns.

Kong a run for their money. Here, Chef Dicky To and his team

Dinner here involves an impressive parade of dishes. A bowl

unveil a gastronomic menu that combines the subtleties of

of XO sauce – first created by The Peninsula’s Spring Moon

Cantonese culinary art with French Savoir-faire.

restaurant in Hong Kong – accompanied a small selection of

The experience we had at Lili’s was incredible Brazil, Mexico

dim sum. Yes, this was dinner, but it’s also Paris, and the dim

among many others.
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CHICA MIAMI
Miami, Usa

“Fresh, modern and Latin American. My cuisine is a
mix from Venezuela, Mexico, mixed with modern and
fresh cuisine.“
CovetED entered the world of CHICA Restaurant with its
rustic and mid-century style. The food experience with the
most prestigious dishes of the restaurant designed by chef
Lorena Garcia was followed by an interview with the Chef.
Chica Miami is a celebration of Latin Flavours by the amazing
celebrity chef Lorena Garcia. The idyllic restaurant opened its
doors in 2017. The restaurant delivers the robust and vibrant
flavours of Latin American cuisine combined with a dynamic
wine experience. Chica’s Menu was crafted by The Chef and
draws inspiration from classic renditions of Latin dishes, giving
guests the opportunity to explore the flavours of Latin American
cuisine as one culture with influences from Venezuela, Peru,
Brazil, Mexico among many others.

Venezuelan-Born Chef Garcia - Best Known For Television

inviting them into my home, Chica.”, she said.

Roles On Top Chef Masters, America’s Next Great Restaurant

Lorena is passionate about her work and fights for equality,

And Univision’s Despierta America - Has Focused Her Entire

“so in Chica, the group is mostly female. There are few women

Career Around Bringing The Robust And Vibrant Flavours Of

working in the culinary world, so I wanted to make a difference

Latin Cooking To A Global Audience.

in order to let the world know that women are also capable of

The food was truly amazing, the meal started with a little

working in cuisine.”, she continued.

presentation of the dishes followed by the most amazing

Sustainability is also one of the keys for Lorena. “How we are

tasting. We were able to feel at home: the fresh and modern

making the food, and how we are eating it, are two things that

cuisine, the natural elements with the balconies covered in

we have to pay attention to. Instagrammable food and good

wood gave us the perfect ambience.

presentation food are also two focus keywords. It’s all about

After one of the most tasting experiences we’ve ever had, we

the details.”

had the pleasure of interviewing Chef Lorena. The chef is

Chica is an extension of the chef. Is a modern, fresh and Latin

passionate about her work. Cooking is her true passion and

American restaurant with beautiful decor: terracotta, natural

other than that, the chef “loves to share the love with her

elements, balconies covered in wood. The restaurant is a

costumers. I truly love connecting with my costumers and

representation of the chef. We highly recommend it!
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STYLE ICONS

THE INFLUENCE OF FASHION
ON INTERIOR DESIGN
A strong and undeniable link between runway fashion and interior design has always existed
but in recent years the two have fused to a point where the one has a significant influence
over the other. Fashion is not just about the clothes we wear or the outfits we put together,
it dominates much of our day to day lives from the homes we live into the offices we work in
and the cars we drive: Everything is governed by fashion trends.

The similarities between fashion designers and interior designers are striking.
Both share the same playground studying trends, sketching designs, selecting colours and fabrics and both
experimenting with colour and material combinations. And of course, there is always a captivating connection between the materials both select and the story we try to create.
It is always interesting to see how fashion trends are adapted in the world of interiors and the ensuing parallel trends.
For all this, CovetED brought you a selection of the top interior designers that have put their creative minds
into work and created amazing interior design collections:

PRADA X RAF SIMONS
The Belgian fashion designer Raf Simons has recently joined Prada as a co-creative
director. The duo shares an ability to draw on culture, politics, and art to make
fashion that is thoughtful without being too serious. Their first joint collection
will be for spring 2021, but who knows if in the future they will not have an
interior design collection. I bet it would be a huge success.
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VERSACE X SASHA BIKOFF
At first sight, Versace and Sasha Bikoff have nothing in common but yet, an iconic collaboration was born
due to their shared love of maximalism and their deft ability to combine art-historical styles across a wide
expanse of time. For this collaboration, Versace and Sasha Bikoff have fused their styles and create an
unforgettable collection with bright colours and textured upholstery.

BACCARAT X VIRGIL ABLOH
Virgil Abloh, the founder of OFF-WHITE and Louis Vuitton creative director, has joined forces with french
crystal manufacturer Baccarat to design a limited-edition called “Crystal Clear ”. The concept sits on a
combination of heritage and modernity, elegance and industrial codes, perfectly crafted by the brand’s
artisans. The “Crystal Clear ” collection features amazing chandeliers, table vessels, and drinking glasses.

FENDI CASA
For the past 31 years, Fendi Casa has been creating furniture and prestigious design objects that bring the
unique Fendi flavour into homes all over the world. At Maison Et Objet 2020, Fendi Casa presented their
latest collection. The new Fendi Casa Collection is full of macro geometries, blocks of pure and dominant
colours, iconic details and a creative spirit that boldly renews its links to the world of fashion.

K三
K三 (pronounced K3) is luxury home and lifestyle brand founded by world-renowned Japanese (fashion)
designer Kenzo Takada, Jonathan Bouchet Manheim along with Engelbert Honorat, Wanda Jelmini and their
team. K is a colourful ode to life. Kenzo Takada, the French at heart Japanese designer, has conceptualized
an extensive, yet meticulously curated collection, including chairs, sofas, tables, rugs, bed linens, home
textiles and accessories, with the support of their team.
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ANTONIO LUPI
Website: https://www.antoniolupi.it/it/
Address: Piazza Lega Lombarda Ang, Via di
Porta Tenaglia, 20121 Milan, Italy

DELIGHTFULL
Website: www.delightfull.eu
Address: Rua Particular de Regueirais, nº33,
4435-379 Rio Tinto, Porto, Portugal

PREGGO
Website: www.preggogroup.com/
Address: Travessa Marques de Sá 68, 4435324 Rio Tinto, Porto, Portugal

ÉLITIS
Website: http://www.elitis.fr/
Address: 5 rue Saint Benoît, 75006 Paris,
France

ROSSANA ORLANDI
Website: http://rossanaorlandi.com/
Address: Via Matteo Bandello, 14, 20123
Milan, Italy

ESSENTIAL HOME
Website: www.essentialhome.eu
Address: Rua Particular de Regueirais, nº33,
4435-379 Rio Tinto, Porto, Portugal

RUG’SOCIETY
Website: www.rugsociety.eu
Address: Rua Particular de Regueirais, nº33,
4435-379 Rio Tinto, Porto, Portugal

BOCA DO LOBO
Website: www.bocadolobo.com
Address: Rua Particular de Regueirais, nº33,
4435-379 Rio Tinto, Porto, Portugal

FRANCIS SULTANA
Website: https://www.francissultana.com/

BRABBU
Website: www.brabbu.com
Address: Rua Particular de Regueirais, nº33,
4435-379 Rio Tinto, Porto, Portugal

HOTEL SOFITEL PARIS LE FAUBOURG
Website: https://www.sofitel-parislefaubourg.com/en/
Address: 15 Rue Boissy d’Anglas, 75008
Paris, France

SELETTI
Website: https://www.seletti.it/
Address: Via Codebruni Levante, 32. 46019
Cicognara di Viadana, Lombardy

CAFFE LATTE HOME
Website: https://www.caffelattehome.com/
Address: Rua Particular de Regueirais, nº33,
4435-379 Rio Tinto, Porto, Portugal

K3
Website: https://k-3.com/
Address: 242 Boulevard St-Germain, 75007
Paris, France

CARLO DONATI
Website: https://www.carlodonati.it/

KARTELL
Website: https://www.kartell.com/

ATELIER DU PONT / ANNE CÉCILE COMAR
Website: https://www.atelierdupont.fr/
Address: 89 Rue de Reuilly, 75012 Paris,
France
B&B ITALIA
Website: https://www.bebitalia.com/en
Address: Strada Provinciale Novedratese,
15, 22060 Novedrate CO, Italy

CHICA MIAMI
Website: http://chicarestaurant.com/miami
COVET DOURO
Website: https://www.covethouse.eu/covetshowrooms/covet-douro/
Address: Avenida Clube de Caçadores,
4604, Gondomar, Portugal
COVET HOUSE
Website: https://www.covethouse.eu/
Address: Rua Particular de Regueirais, nº33,
4435-379 Rio Tinto, Porto, Portugal
COVET LONDON
Website: https://www.covethouse.eu/covetshowrooms/covet-london/
Address: 1 Regal House Lensbury Avenue
Fulham London SW6 2GZ, UK

Kelly Wearstler
Website: http://www.kellywearstler.com/
LLADRO SHOWROOM
Website: https://www.lladro.com/
Address: Piazza Fontana, 6, 20122 Milan, Italy
LILI
Website: https://www.peninsula.com/
en/paris/hotel-fine-dining/lili-cantonesechinese
Address: 19 Avenue Kléber, 75116
Paris, France

SHANGRI-LA PARIS HOTEL
Website: https://www.shangri-la.com/en/
paris/shangrila/
Address: 10 Avenue d’Iéna, 75116
Paris, France
SHERATON DIANA MAJESTIC
Website: https://www.marriott.pt/hotels/
travel/milsi-sheraton-diana-majestic-milan/
Address: Viale Piave, 42, 20129 Milan, Italy
STUDIOPEPE
Website: http://www.studiopepe.info/
Address: Viale Abruzzi, 20, 20131 Milan, Italy
VILA VITA PARC
Website: www.vilavitaparc.com/en/
upcoming-events/fine-wines-food-fair
Address: Rua Anneliese Pohl,
Alporchinhos, 8400-450 Porches,
Algarve, Portugal

LUXXU
Website: www.luxxu.net
Address: Rua Particular de Regueirais, nº33,
4435-379 Rio Tinto, Porto, Portugal

COVET NYC
Website: https://www.covethouse.eu/covetshowrooms/covet-nyc/

MAISON VALENTINA
Website: www.maisonvalentina.net
Address: Rua Particular de Regueirais, nº33,
4435-379 Rio Tinto, Porto, Portugal

COVET PARIS
Website: www.covethouse.eu/covetshowrooms/covet-paris/
Address: 154 Rue de Rosiers, 93400 SaintOuen, Paris, France

MANDARIN ORIENTAL MILAN
Website: https://www.mandarinoriental.
com/milan/la-scala/luxury-hotel
Address: Via Andegari 9, 20121
Milan, Italy

COVET VALLEY
Website: www.covethouse.eu/covetshowrooms/covet-valley/
Address: Tv. Clube de Caçadores 301, 4420089 Gondomar, Portugal

PENINSULA HOTEL
Website: https://www.peninsula.com/
en/paris/5-star-luxury-hotel-16tharrondissement
Address: 19 Avenue Kléber, 75116 Paris, France
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